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i
Abstract
For decades prior to National Prohibition, the “liquor question” received attention
from various temperance, prohibition, and liquor interest groups. Between 1880 and
1920, these groups gained public interest in their own way. The liquor interests defended
their industries against politicians, religious leaders, and social reformers, but ultimately
failed. While current historical scholarship links the different liquor industries together,
the beer industry constantly worked to distinguish itself from other alcoholic beverages.
To counter threats from anti-alcohol groups, beer industry advocates presented
their drink as a wholesome, pure, socially and culturally rich, and economically
significant beverage that stood apart from other alcoholic beverages, especially distilled
spirits. Alongside these responses, breweries industrialized, reflecting scientific and
technological innovations that allowed for modern production, storage, and distribution
methods.
Despite popularity and economic successes, the beer industry could not survive
the anti-saloon campaigns, the changing nature of the American economy and taxation,
political ambitions of the anti-liquor interests, and the influence of the First World War,
which brought with it anti-German sentiments. This thesis will uncover the story of the
American beer industry’s attempt to adjust to several threats facing it and how beer was
ultimately condemned to the same fate as wine and spirits when National Prohibition
went into effect.
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Introduction
“John Barleycorn is a hero bold, as any in the land,
For ages good his fame has stood, and will for ages stand;
The whole wide world respect him, no matter friend or foe,
Whoe’er they be that make too free he’s sure to lay them low.
Hey! John Barleycorn, ho! John Barleycorn,
Old and young thy praise have sung, John Barleycorn.”
- From folksong titled “John Barleycorn” 1
“My concern is that it is so much of the best we breed whom John Barleycorn
destroys. And the reason why these best are destroyed is because John Barleycorn stands
on every highway and byway, accessible, law-protected, saluted by the policeman on the
beat, speaking to them, leading them by the hand to the places where the good fellow and
the daring ones foregather and drink deep. With John Barleycorn out of the way, these
daring ones would still be born, and they would do things instead of perishing.”
- Jack London 2

Sir Richard Beer, Sir Thomas Good Ale, and Sir William White Wine vowed to
kill Sir John Barleycorn. Barleycorn represented the barley plant, and the other
characters’ creation depended on Barleycorn’s death. That is, according to “The Pleasant
Ballad,” a seventeenth-century version of a folksong that was at least a century old even
then. The older Scottish and English versions of the ballad told the story of the barley
plant, its cultivation, the brewing process, and the effects of the resulting beer on those
who consumed it. In some instances, the song included barley wine, as with Sir William
White Wine, but barley was the key ingredient in all beverages mentioned.
Steadily, John Barleycorn lost reverence and became a menace to society. The
song evolved over the last five centuries to become less of a story about malting the
barley and brewing beer and more of a moralistic tale about the effects of the beer on

1

Robert Ford ed., Vagabond Songs and Ballads of Scotland, With Many Old and Familiar Melodies, 2nd
ed., vol. 2 (London: Alexander Gardner, 1901), 18.
2
Jack London, John Barleycorn (New York: The Century Co., 1913), 127.

2
people. When Jack London and Upton Sinclair wrote about John Barleycorn in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, he had transformed to represent all alcoholic
beverages that lured and ultimately trapped good people, corrupting them. Where the
earliest versions simply warned that too much beer caused problems, the later versions
damned the beverage outright. 3
There are some parallels to how the character from a folksong about beer evolved
from a personification of a plant to the personification of an unnecessary evil and how
beer itself evolved from a relatively unassuming beverage choice to a dangerous
intoxicant. 4 Songs and stories involving beer, ale, stout, or mead spanned generations and
continents. Germanic cultures casually referred to beer as “liquid bread” due in part to its

3

Peter Wood analyzed the early ancestors of the John Barleycorn folk song to show how the overall
concept evolved into its more contemporary versions. The songs went back and forth on whether to pity the
brutal death and cultivation of Barleycorn to a reverence for his sacrifice. Some also showed reverence for
the resulting beer and those that brewed it, such as in “The Pleasant Ballad’s” couplet, “All you good wives
that brew good ale, God / Turn from you all teen.” In this instance, “teen” translates to mean “injury” or
“grief.” However, characteristic of these songs, reverence was followed by warning. The next couplet in
“The Pleasant Ballad” went, “But if you put too much liquor in, the Devil / Put out your een.” “Een”
translates to “eyes.” Wood did not provide social or cultural analysis for the changes between the versions.
He focused on the changes and continuities themselves, relating the versions over time. For the purposes of
this thesis, Wood’s analysis established some continuities and changes between the oldest known samples
of a folk song concerning beer. Wood’s analysis was especially helpful since writers from the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries often referenced John Barleycorn, using the name in a variety of
contexts. Peter Wood, “John Barleycorn: The Evolution of a Folk-song Family,” Folk Music Journal 8, no.
4 (2004), http://www.jstor.org/stable/4522718 (accessed September 24, 2017).
4
At the Fifteenth International Congress Against Alcoholism held in Washington, D.C. in 1920, presenters
raised concerns over beer’s physiological, economic, political, and social effects. In each instance, they
deemed beer an intoxicant with negative effects on individuals’ health and populations at large. Each
expressed animosity towards saloons, and one claimed that beer was responsible for most of Europe’s
alcoholism. Three presenters placed emphasis on beer at the congress: De Lancy Carter, medical doctor and
the President of the American Medical Society for the Study of Alcohol and Other Narcotics; A.
Holitscher, medical doctor and General Secretary of the International Medical Total Abstinence
Association; and Harvey W. Wiley, former Chief Chemist in the U.S. Department of Agriculture and noted
for his leadership in the Pure Food Movement. Ernest H. Cherrington, ed. Proceedings of the Fifteenth
International Congress Against Alcoholism, Held at Washington, D.C., U.S.A, September 21-26, 1920
(Washington, D.C.: n.p., 1921).
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daily consumption and traditionally heavier styles. 5 Still, others associated it with
drunkenness and moral vice. By the turn of the twentieth century in the United States,
those who found beer just as corrupt as all other alcoholic beverages campaigned to
eliminate it once and for all. A unique relationship existed between the beer industry and
social reform movements before the Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
prohibited the manufacture and sale of beverage alcohols in 1920. This thesis examines
the different ways in which the beer industry navigated its relations with the Temperance,
Pure Food, and Prohibition movements between 1880 and 1920.
Sources from the turn of the twentieth century remembered John Barleycorn in a
variety of ways, from a revered subject to a hated one, to somewhere in-between.
Similarly, opinions on National Prohibition varied. There were more than two sides to the
conversation, as both the anti-liquor advocates and liquor interests maintained many
different viewpoints on the nation’s liquor question. When National Prohibition went into
effect on January 16, 1920, the New York Times printed an article titled, “John
Barleycorn Died Peacefully at the Toll of 12.” 6 What follows is an analysis of how the
beer industry rose to prominence in the United States and fought to maintain its
legitimacy in the face of social and political reform.

5

Wulf Schiefenhövel and Helen Macbeth, preface to Liquid Bread: Beer and Brewing in Cross-Cultural
Perspective, edited by Wulf Schiefenhövel and Helen Macbeth (New York: Berghahn Books, 2013), xi-xii.
Advertisements and publications often featured the term “liquid bread” in reference to beer. Both bread and
beer contain yeast, but the term had cultural meaning too. For example, on the same day the Seattle
Brewing & Malting Company purchased a label patent for “Rainier Beer” in 1907, Thomas Ryan’s
Consumers’ Brewing Company out of Syracuse, New York purchased a label patent for “Liquid Bread.”
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 128 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1907), xvii, xxxiii, 1289.
6
David E. Kyvig, Repealing National Prohibition, 2nd ed. (Kent, OH: The Kent State University Press,
2000), 19.

4

National Prohibition was not an “experiment,” as President Herbert Hoover
alluded to in his inauguration speech in 1929. 7 Those who supported the Eighteenth
Amendment did not intend for it to be an experiment, much less to be repealed within
thirteen years. Laws placing strains on the production and sale of alcoholic beverages
existed well before an amendment to the United States Constitution solidified its
prohibition nationwide. The final movement sealing the fate of alcohol was linked to antialcohol sentiment spanning a century and generations of Americans. However, that link
did not make the Eighteenth Amendment inevitable. The Temperance Movement
changed methods of influence and practice several times over the decades, with varying
degrees of success depending on time and location.
Even though temperance was a popular subject in American society and politics
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there were enough inconsistencies
within the movement that National Prohibition did not appear inevitable to everyone. By
no means did the various liquor industries believe that such a serious law would pass.
When it did pass, many liquor interests brought court cases against the government,
claiming the law was unconstitutional and demanding restitution for lost business and
reduced capital. Citing the protection of personal liberties by the Constitution and
American capitalism, members of the liquor industries decried such radical legislation.
The beer industry was among the most vocal and organized of the liquor industries to
confront prohibitionists.

7

Catherine Gilbert Murdock, Domesticating Drink: Women, Men, and Alcohol in America, 1870-1940
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 140.

5

Historical scholarship at present does not provide adequate focus on the preProhibition beer industry’s reaction to temperance and other social reforms. In fact, most
Prohibition scholarship conflates the different liquor industries, even though beer
industry advocates actively sought to separate themselves. 8 At best, the beer industry
receives a few pages or footnotes. Scholars are slowly taking interest in America’s beer
history, but the pre-Prohibition era remains underrepresented. 9 This thesis seeks to
analyze the pre-Prohibition beer industry on its own terms by focusing on the way it
addressed the Temperance, Pure Food, and Prohibition movements that threatened its
very survival.
A large problem with studying the pre-Prohibition beer industry is the challenge
of locating primary source material linked to specific breweries. It is difficult to locate
and access specific breweries’ records, due in large part to the era of National Prohibition
from 1920 to 1933. Several thousand breweries closed because of the alcohol ban. If their
records were not outright destroyed, they were barely preserved. Some internet databases
provide access to materials, but few company records are easily accessible. Even the

8

Most of the beer-specific works concerning this era come from popular writers and journalists. These
sources are invaluable in providing a synopsis of period publications and advertisements, but they often
lack peer review. Some examples used in this thesis are Stanley Baron, Brewed in America: A History of
Beer and Ale in the United States (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1962); Pete Dunlop, Portland
Beer: Crafting the Road to Beervana (Charleston, SC: American Palate, 2013); and Maureen Ogle,
Ambitious Brew: The Story of American Beer (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc., 2006).
9
The craft brewing revolution over the last four decades brought more attention to the American beer
industry from the public and historians alike. Academic and public institutions are incorporating more beer
and brewing specific programs, departments, and archives. Some notable examples include the National
Museum of American History’s American Brewing History Initiative (begun in 2016) and Oregon State
University’s Oregon Hops and Brewing Archives (begun in 2013). A unique feature of the Oregon Hops
and Brewing Archives is the growing collection of oral histories. Archivist Tiah Edmunson-Morton
conducted most of the interviews in the collection, which consist of Pacific Northwest brewers, hops
growers, food writers, and more.

6
larger breweries changed owners so frequently over the last one hundred years that
relatively few archives remain. 10 However, a growing interest in the American beer
industry because of the craft beer movement encouraged the collection and preservation
of pre-Prohibition beer materials. For some time, these sources have been underutilized
by professional historians. 11 Perhaps that will not be the case in the future as more
professional organizations work with the American breweriana community to better
understand the beer industry through material culture. 12
For this thesis, I made the national beer industry my focus, and I relied heavily on
primary source material from newspapers and journals, organization and industry
publications, advertisements, government documents, and popular literature. I also
referenced political and social science studies, histories of social reform movements,
social and medical studies of alcohol and its consumption, food histories, local and
regional brewery and beer histories, agricultural histories, labor histories, and women’s
histories for secondary source material.

10

Some early and middle-twentieth century researchers and biographers were able to access records that
are currently difficult to locate. Notable works for this thesis include: Thomas C. Cochran, The Pabst
Brewing Company: The History of an American Business (New York: New York University Press, 1948)
and Baron, Brewed in America.
11
Historian David Fahey called for more research on American beer history using Ohio as a case study. He
argued that non-academic historians’ research is invaluable to such studies. David M. Fahey, “Old-Time
Breweries: Academic and Breweriana Historians,” Ohio History 116 (2009): 101-121.
12
Breweriana organizations, such as the American Breweriana Association (ABA) founded in 1982,
provide networking opportunities for beer memorabilia and paraphernalia collectors. The ABA also began
a museum collection housed in the National Brewery Museum in Potosi, Wisconsin. ABA members are
currently funding a digital preservation project to scan all issues of The Western Brewer: and Journal of the
Barley, Malt and Hop Trades. The journal went under a few name changes, but was published from 1876 to
1960. Pre-Prohibition issues of the journal provided great insight into the beer and affiliated industries for
this thesis, including reactions to threats against those industries. Historical scholarship will no doubt
benefit from digitization projects like this. For more information on the digitization project, visit
https://americanbreweriana.org/breweriana/westernbrewerjournals.php.

7
The following thesis is an interpretation of sweeping trends in literature from both
anti-alcohol sympathizers and pro-beer advocates. In many ways, it is how they wanted
to be seen and remembered. Though not exhaustive, such analysis serves as an
introduction to an underexplored subject and provides insight into how an industry fought
for legitimacy in the face of social and political reform. 13 It will also show that the
National Prohibition that eventually manifested was not inevitable, nor were its
motivations as obvious. Concerns over the morality of food, social hygiene, gender roles,
and what it meant to be an American in the changing national and global climates were
some of the contributing factors. Amid the anti-alcohol campaigns were members of the
beer industry and the affiliated businesses, and they did not ignore the threats to their
livelihoods.

Three important factors contributed to the successes and failures of both social
reform and the beer industry in America between 1880 and 1920: industrialization,
urbanization, and immigration. In many cases, interests collided based on one or more of
these factors. Scientific and technological innovations allowed the beer industry to grow
and prosper, leading to the creation of several national beer brands. The more prominent
brewing companies established offices in different cities across the nation, many within
growing urban areas. Urban areas, in turn, with higher concentrations of people and

13
While the pre-Prohibition beer industry itself experienced vast changes during the focus years of this
thesis, I will only concentrate on those changes directly related to the Temperance, Pure Food, and
Prohibition movements. The internal labor disputes and competitive practices of the different brewers, for
example, will not be discussed beyond their relevance. While these subjects deserve extensive analysis,
such attention lies beyond the goals for this thesis.

8
businesses, provided more lucrative markets for beer. Finally, the impact of immigration
on the beer industry cannot be overstated. Brewers often came from immigrant families
or were immigrants themselves. Since the mid-nineteenth century, Americans
increasingly preferred to drink German-brewed lagers. 14 Moreover, when considering the
connection between breweries and the saloon culture, the beer industry owed a large part
of its business to the immigrant and working-class consumers.
Concurrent to the beer industry’s rising success, the cultural and social shock of
the Industrial Revolution created an atmosphere for social reform. Industrialized food and
beverage production raised public and individual health concerns while the growth of
cities and the changing demographics within those cities encouraged social reformers to
confront poverty and what they considered associated social ills. Those involved in the
Temperance, Pure Food, and Prohibition movements supported Americanized lifestyles
and found fault in the immigrant cultures and diets that allowed for intoxicating
beverages, thus contributing to conceived social ills.
Social reform centered around protecting and purifying the American home. What
constituted an American home, how the family members should conduct themselves, and
what ought to be consumed frequented advertisements, public presentations, and popular
and organization-based literature. Ideas of social hygiene and gender roles played into

14

Several successful German brewers produced lagers and established distribution centers in urban centers
across the United States, effectively creating national brands. Massive marketing campaigns, the salty and
meaty diets of most Americans, and the desire for less-alcoholic beverages helped to promote lagers over
other beer styles. Such names as Anheuser-Busch, Pabst, Miller, and Schlitz owed much of their success to
their lager beers. The lighter, crisper, and effervescent beverage sold more than the heavier, darker, more
alcoholic beer styles. Cochran, The Pabst Brewing Company, 116.
In 1909, the secretary to the United States Brewers’ Association claimed that lager beer comprised
ninety-five percent of the beer industry’s business. Hugh F. Fox, “The Prosperity of the Brewing Industry,”
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 34, no. 3 (Nov., 1909), 55.

9
these arguments. Social reformers questioned equality and democratic practice within the
nation as well as the liquor question, affecting different socio-economic classes, races,
ethnicities, nationalities, and genders within the United States in different ways. The
more vocal and published parties in the alcohol debates were predominantly white,
middle-class, Protestant Christians. While social reform was meant to instill a specific
social standard adhered to by all those who called themselves “American,” a selective
group meant to formulate that standard based on their own morals and behaviors. Social
reform affected different socio-economic classes, races, ethnicities, nationalities, and
genders within the United States in different ways. However, the alcohol debates, both in
favor and against prohibition, tended to reserve attention for women and the working
classes, especially immigrants. 15 Therefore, as this thesis is focused on the sweeping
trends of the pro-beer and anti-alcohol literature of the era, treatment of several racial and
ethnic minorities is limited to specific cases.
Women were especially influential in social reform movements, including the
success of National Prohibition. For many women, alcohol reform and then its
elimination stemmed from protecting the American home from alcoholism and related
domestic violence. Several thousand women nationwide joined temperance groups. The

15

In the late twentieth century, research into alcohol consumption patterns and alcohol-related issues
increasingly accounted for cultural and social factors such as race, ethnicity, immigration experiences,
genetics, and socio-economic status. As this research continues to expand, historians will have more
opportunities to place it within historical context. Some articles on the changing nature of alcohol research
are Raul Caetano, Catherine L. Clark, and Tammy Tam, “Alcohol Consumption Among Racial / Ethnic
Minorities: Theory and Research,” Alcohol Health & Research World 22, no. 4 (Fall 1998): 233-241 and
Karen Chartier and Raul Caetano, “Ethnicity and Health Disparities in Alcohol Research,” Alcohol
Research & Health 33, nos. 1-2 (Winter-Spring 2010): 152-160.

10
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) was amongst the most influential
temperance groups to support alcohol reform as well as other social reforms.
The beer industry responded to several threats by presenting beer as a pure,
wholesome, temperance beverage beneficial to all Americans and the American
economy. Brewers and other beer advocates invested in advertisements and publications
distinguishing beer from other alcoholic beverages. To them, beer, consumed in
moderation, offered sustenance alongside refreshment. Conversely, they argued that
distilled liquors like whiskey and rum could not be consumed in moderation and did not
provide the health benefits of beer.
Moreover, many referred to beer as a home beverage. Prior to industrialization,
families, primarily women, commonly brewed and consumed beer at home. For those
that did not brew at home, there was a long-standing tradition of sending a family
member to a local tavern or saloon to fill the household pail, or “growler,” with beer at
least once a day. 16 Once distribution and storage options improved, more breweries
increased home delivery efforts. Overall, beer industry advocates found that, to achieve
acceptance as a legitimate American industry and a legitimate piece of American life,
they had to show that consuming beer could enhance the well-being of individuals and
communities.

16

Steven D. Barleen, "‘Rushing the growler’: can rushing and working-class politicization in the Gilded
Age and Progressive Era," Labor History 55, no. 4 (October 2014): 519-537, http://www-tandfonlinecom.proxy.lib.pdx.edu/doi/pdf/10.1080/0023656X.2014.948710 (accessed February 9, 2016).

11
This thesis is divided into three chapters emphasizing three periods of significant
reform and counter-reform efforts, followed by an epilogue. The first chapter focuses on
the years 1880 to 1895 and details the rise of the beer industry in America, the changing
nature of American beer itself, and the revitalized Temperance Movement that pushed for
more stringent anti-alcohol legislation. 17 The success of the beer industry overshadowed
ambitions to curb its consumption, especially among working class and immigrant
populations. Still, beer industry advocates worked to distinguish beer from other
alcoholic beverages, even terming beer a “temperance beverage.”
The second chapter shows how leading organizations of the Temperance
Movement changed tactics around 1895 and ends with the passing of the Pure Food and
Drug Act of 1906. Local option laws prohibiting the sale of alcohol within certain areas
replaced the more radical prohibition measures sought in the previous decades.
Simultaneously, and often in conjunction with the Temperance Movement, members of
the Pure Food Movement increased political activism and sought reform of food
preparation, production, and distribution. Temperance and pure food reformers alike not
only questioned the content of industrialized food, but they also questioned the morality
of certain foods. During this period, the beer industry had to adapt to challenges brought
on by local option laws and address concerns about the nature of their product. Advocates
defended the materials used by brewers and methods of production and distribution.

17

Scholars recognize this period as the second wave of temperance. The first wave having been before the
Civil War and the third wave to come in the mid-1890s. Paul Aaron and David Musto, “Temperance and
Prohibition in America: A Historical Overview,” in Mark H. Moore and Dean R. Gerstein, eds. Alcohol and
Public Policy: Beyond the Shadow of Prohibition, Panel on Alternative Policies Affecting the Prevention of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1981), 148.

12
Further distinguishing beer from other alcoholic beverages, beer advocates capitalized on
the Pure Food Movement to not only defend the purity of their product but its wholesome
nature.
The final chapter, beginning around 1907 and ending with the implementation of
the Eighteenth Amendment in 1920, shows the final struggle of the beer industry to
remain legitimate in the face of the Prohibition Movement. Anti-alcohol organizations
were much better organized and politically active in the early twentieth century, and
radical prohibition dominated mere temperance reform. The liquor industries, including
the beer industry, had largely rested on their economic success and not organized to the
level of the prohibitionists. However, as this chapter demonstrates, the beer industry
made changes to their anti-prohibition campaign and increased efforts to distinguish
themselves from the other liquor industries in hopes to remain legitimate. Even so, the
beer industry could not survive the effects of taxation reform and international war. The
First World War provided a strong platform for prohibitionists, and they capitalized on
food conservation efforts and the fears associated with Germany. Headlines and
prohibition publications accused many recognizable brewers of German dissent of antiAmerican and pro-German sentiment.
In close, the epilogue discusses some of the aftermath of January 16, 1920 as it
pertained to the American beer industry. Even after the passage of the Eighteenth
Amendment, beer industry advocates hoped that their less-alcoholic products would be
within regulations of non-intoxicating beverages. After all, the amendment had developed
out of the war-time prohibition measure that merely limited but did not prohibit beer
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production and sale outright. 18 However, the enforcement act of the Eighteenth
Amendment, better known as the Volstead Act, defined all beverages containing more
than one-half of one percent of alcohol by volume to be intoxicating beverages.
Therefore, the act applied equally to beer as to the other liquors. Outraged, brewers
brought lawsuits against the government, but the alcohol limits established by the
Volstead Act remained active until the Twenty-First Amendment repealed National
Prohibition in 1933. The nation experienced great changes during the Prohibition era, and
it took several decades for the beer industry to recover from the ban. However, it did
recover and even experienced a craft brewing revolution beginning in the late 1970s that
continues at present. Through studying the different periods of American beer history,
one witnesses the intimate relationships forged between the beverage and many
significant social, political, and economic markers of the nation’s history.
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Chapter 1
The Growth of an Industry and the Revitalization of a Movement, 1880-1895
“All beer has a notably small percentage of alcohol, the strongest ales and porters
showing less than many specimens of cider; all contain an appreciable amount of solid
nutriment … all are palatable and wholesome, and all are adapted to take the place of
ardent spirits and thus reduce intemperance and drunkenness to a minimum.”
- F. W. Salem, United States Brewers’ Association 19
“Water is the strongest drink. It drives mills; it’s the drink of lions and horses, and
Samson never drank anything else. Let young men be teetotalers if only for economy’s
sake. The beer money will soon build a house.”
- C. H. Spurgeon, Reverend 20
Open any Portland, Oregon city directory from the 1880s and there are at least
three things that will certainly be there: a list of breweries, dozens of saloons, and a large
advertisement for Henry Weinhard’s lager beer. 21 Weinhard was a German-born brewer
who immigrated to the Oregon Territory in the early 1850s. He began brewing in
Vancouver, Washington but soon after established his own brewery in the young city of
Portland. By the 1880s, Weinhard’s City Brewery constituted an entire city block and
sold beer locally, up and down the West Coast, and as far away as Siberia and Japan. He
was a prominent member of the local German-American community, owned several
properties and businesses in the area, and invested in the overall success of the city. In
1888, he even offered – perhaps in jest – to connect a hose from his brewery to a new
fountain being constructed in the business district intended to serve the city’s workers
and animals. As his contribution, he wanted to supply free lager to the citizens. The city
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ultimately denied his offer, but it at least demonstrated his philanthropic nature and
confidence in his beer. 22
Weinhard’s journey to the West Coast was rather typical of many German
brewers of the mid-nineteenth century. Immigrants established communities in the West,
and the increasing number of German brewers found several locations to settle. Cities
such as St. Louis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, Portland, and Olympia
boasted German-American communities and consumers. German-style lagers also
interested American beer-drinkers and became the beer preferred nationally by the
1880s. 23 In short, beer followed the frontier. These frontier towns embodied something
significant to the American beer industry: potential.
Despite the harsh realities of living in frontier communities, there were several
advantages to brewing in the West. For one, there was a market for beer. Industrialization
in Europe and on the East Coast of the United States created new jobs that attracted
people to cities. As cities got crowded, or as new opportunities arose to make a better
living, people steadily moved westward. Chief among the first European settlers of the
western territories were working-class men. Lumberjacks, fishermen, seamen, soldiers,
gold seekers, and other laborers found several opportunities in the frontier towns.
Families ventured west as well, but in comparatively fewer numbers at first. Western
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brewers profited off selling their product to those populating the small towns and
developing cities.
Settlers who moved to the West Coast also found an environment with
agricultural potential for brewers and the rising beer industry. West Coast commercial
brewing had three main concentrations: Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, California; and
Olympia, Washington. These cities especially benefited from being located near fields of
hops. 24 As agricultural businesses improved, so did the access to key ingredients for
producing beer. Advances within the brewing industry and American infrastructure
further increased West Coast brewing production and distribution. 25
Across the nation, beer grew in popularity in the late nineteenth century, with beer
consumption rates surpassing those of other alcoholic beverages. By the 1880s, beer’s
status as a national beverage stemmed from significant advances in brewing science and
technology. 26 Between 1880 and 1895, beer production in America more than doubled. 27
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Some of the more recognizable brewers to flourish in this period were Adolphus Busch of
St. Louis, Captain Frederick Pabst and Frederick Miller of Milwaukee, George Ehret and
Jacob Ruppert, Sr. of New York City, Henry Weinhard of Portland, and Adolph Coors of
Golden, Colorado.
Amid its growth, and perhaps in part due to it, the beer industry faced backlash
from members of the revitalized Temperance Movement. The dominant temperance
groups in the 1880s and early 1890s, the Women’s Christian Temperance Union and
National Prohibition Party, took a more radical stance than many of their predecessors
and advocated complete legal abstinence from all alcoholic beverages. Beer advocates
responded to the anti-liquor position by distinguishing beer from other alcoholic
beverages, promoting beer as a temperance drink, and reinforcing the industry’s
legitimacy through economic contributions. Despite increased efforts from temperance
advocates, all attempts to pass a national prohibition law failed and only a handful of
states embraced prohibition. 28 Even so, changes in both the beer industry and the
Temperance Movement during this period added to an already unsteady relationship
between the two.

The success of the beer industry of the late nineteenth century had roots in
American culture itself. Brewing in America began with English settlement in the
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seventeenth century when settlers brought beer with them from England. They began
brewing English-style ales, stouts, and porters as soon as they had the means. Early
Americans considered beer to be a healthy drink that was preferable to the oftenquestionable drinking water. 29 Historically, beer was recognized as a “universal
beverage” consumed by all types of Americans from all levels of society. 30
Even so, commercial beer was not as prosperous as ciders or distilled liquors until
the post-Civil War era. Brewing remained a common task within households, but
relatively few skilled brewers and undeveloped agriculture limited commercial brewing.
Colonists and early Americans simply did not have the infrastructure to support largescale brewing. They imported beer from Europe or nearby settlements, but that proved
expensive and insufficient to meet demands. Alcoholic apple cider could be produced
much easier than beer. Also, increased trade from New England with Barbados in the late
seventeenth century made production and access to rum much easier than other alcoholic
beverages. 31
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However, the influx of German immigrants in the 1840s played a significant role
in developing the American beer industry. Beer had a long-standing significance in
Germanic culture, and the German immigrants brought their cultural traditions with them.
For German-speaking peoples of northern Europe, drinking beer accompanied
celebrations, negotiations, and formations of allegiances. Traditionally, Germans viewed
beer as “liquid bread” which promoted vitality and community. From being a gift given
by the gods and drinking fests surrounding warfare in ancient times to more modern
social gatherings, beer remained a major tenet amongst Germans. German immigrants
also established beer gardens, which, differing from saloons or dancing parlors, provided
entertainment for families alongside the beverage. 32 English and other Western
European-style beers remained in production, but the German-style lagers quickly
became the most consumed beer styles nationwide. 33
Brewers and consumers alike valued lager for the taste, consistency, and
preserving power between brews. “Lager” comes from the German word lagern, which
means “to rest,” and lager yeast fermented on the bottom of the vat at cool temperatures.
During fermentation, the yeast fed on the sugar content of the malt forming carbonic-acid
gas (carbon dioxide) and ethyl alcohol, making beer an intoxicant. Following
fermentation, which would last several days, most of the yeast was removed and the beer
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aged in wooden casks in a cool place for two to three months before being distributed.
The result was a less volatile, lighter, more malty, less-alcoholic drink than topfermenting ales. 34
The success of lager in the United States owed to several factors. One significant
factor was the change in American drinking habits as the nation became more
industrialized. New, factory-style work settings helped to create a public drinking culture
where co-workers patronized restaurants and saloons during meal breaks or in-between
work shifts. As another factor, historian Thomas C. Cochran argues in a history of the
Pabst Brewing Company of Milwaukee that Americans desired the lighter, drier lagers at
least in part because of America’s climate conditions. He notes a general desire to drink
larger quantities of beer but an added complication of the hot summers that most
Americans experienced. As a result, Americans developed a taste for lighter-bodied
beers. Cochran also noted that Americans desired lighter-colored beers as an added
aesthetic preference. 35 The preference for lighter lagers increased as more Americans also
valued beverages with lower alcohol content, due in large part to the influence of the
Temperance Movement. 36
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Finally, a major factor in lager’s national success owed to advancements in the
brewing industry itself and the aggressive business strategies of a select group of lager
brewers. During America’s Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century, brewers
capitalized on scientific and technological innovations to modernize and expand the
brewing industry. Changes to the brewing process, infrastructure, and storage and
distribution methods allowed breweries to produce more beer and ship it farther than ever
before. 37 Brewery consolidations into larger companies became a common characteristic
of the industry. The number of American breweries decreased from 2,191 to 1,248
between 1880 and 1890, but the industry’s capital increased from $91.2 million to $232.5
million. 38 The use of trademarks and bottle-labeling alongside aggressive advertising
added to the national success of larger brewery companies. They also established
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agencies in major cities across the country, increasing their regional or national
presence. 39 Breweries like Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, Pabst Brewing
Company, and Miller Brewing Company grew into brands recognized and consumed
nationally.
Over the course of the nineteenth century, the art of brewing developed into a
science. 40 Brewers needed to combat inconsistencies between brews and find better ways
to store and ship their beer before they could distribute it to farther markets. Some
brewers even hired scientists to research the brewing process and discover more efficient
means of production and storage. To support the growing industry, brewery architecture
changed from wooden buildings resembling residential properties to multi-story brick
factory-style buildings fitted with the latest machinery. Embracing change added to the
success of the beer industry and allowed for national branding.
Of note, the work of chemists Louis Pasteur and Emil Christian Hansen in the late
nineteenth century significantly enhanced the beer industry. French chemist Louis
Pasteur discovered in 1860 that alcoholic fermentation correlated with the life and
organization of the yeast cell. 41 He studied the properties of yeast and concluded a decade
later that eliminating bacteria in yeast would also eliminate any pathogens in the beer and
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result in rare brewing failures. He developed a method of heating the finished product in
high enough temperatures to eliminate any remaining bacteria, called pasteurization.
American brewers adopted pasteurization as early as 1872 with Adolphus Busch of St.
Louis. Fluent in English, German, and French, Busch read Pasteur’s work and
incorporated it into his brewing process by placing bottles of finished beer in water that
gradually heated to the appropriate temperature to kill the bacteria. Soon, all breweries in
America would adopt pasteurization. As time progressed, conveyor belts moved the
bottles through mechanized pasteurizers. 42
Brewers also incorporated Danish biochemist Emil Christian Hansen’s studies in
the differentiations between yeast species into the brewing process. 43 Brewers typically
used wild yeasts or imported yeasts from various locations without really knowing the
properties that distinguished one from the other. Hansen argued that brewers could better
control the nature and quality of each brew by using specific strains of pure culture yeast
in the fermentation process. The invention of Baltimore clippers and expansions of the
railroads helped American brewers access the specific yeast species, and they adopted
Hansen’s pure culture yeast in the late 1880s. 44
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Technologically, steam power provided better heat consistency and control
throughout the kettle. By the 1840s, brewers replaced the long wooden paddles used in
the mashing process with steam-powered engines and used steam in the boiling process. 45
Until then, they had boiled the mash in copper kettles over an open fire. At first, brewers
refitted their old fire kettles, but gradual improvements in design incorporated steam
technology. As in the old fire kettles, copper continued to be used for its superior heat
conductivity, durability, and easy maintenance. 46
The invention of artificial ice machines also significantly expanded the
possibilities for the beer industry. Prior to the late nineteenth century, brewers paid for ice
harvested from frozen lakes and ponds and shipped to the brewery. This restricted
brewing capabilities in hotter climates, especially hindering brewing in the southern
United States. However, first cold storage rooms and then artificial ice machines
provided a solution. The first cold storage warehouses containing ice blocks appeared in
the 1860s. Insulation and preservation techniques such as adding salt to the ice helped to
improve temperature control. In the 1890s, mechanical refrigeration gradually replaced
imported ice. These machines produced enough ice to cool the beer during the brewing
process, storage, and distribution.
As artificial refrigeration became iceless, breweries benefited from the improved
temperature control, the space freed from ice storage and packing, and the more efficient
use of space within the brewery. Once brewers did not have to store their beer
underground in cold cellars, the brewing could be done completely above ground,
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eliminating costly piping or relocation of the beer. Above-ground rooms also had better
ventilation, further benefiting brewery employees. Artificial refrigeration also benefited
the hops industry, a key ingredient in beer. 47
In addition, the changes in bottling technology made commercial beer more
available to different types of retail outlets and for home consumption. Prior to the 1880s,
bottling was not a common practice. Between federal tax laws requiring that the beer
cross a public thoroughfare prior to bottling and the likelihood that beer would spoil in
the bottle, brewers mostly opted to limit bottling their beer. If a consumer wanted to drink
a specific brewery’s beer at home without purchasing an entire keg, then they would send
someone to a local saloon with a pail, or “growler,” to be filled. Pasteurization,
refrigeration, and further innovations in bottling design led to an increasingly stable
method for shipping beer domestically and abroad. Additionally, with developments in
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railroads and cold storage, mail-order beer became more common. Bottled beer also sold
in groceries, hotels, restaurants, and wholesale liquor stores. 48
Saloons were among the more popular public places to drink beer. Depending on
the saloon, patrons found bowling, billiards, singing, dancing, and more. Some saloons
catered to women by providing treats like ice cream and substituting alcoholic beverages
with coffee. The saloon culture boomed in the years following industrialization. In fact,
saloons catered to so many working-class patrons between 1870 and 1900 that they were
widely known as “workingman’s clubs,” or less glamorously as “poor man’s clubs.” 49
During that period, the number of saloons in the United States tripled from nearly
100,000 to 300,000. 50
Saloons remained independent establishments from breweries until competition
led several brewers to invest in specific saloons. In cities like Chicago, with large markets
for beer, local breweries also had to compete with national brands. In most cases, brewers
offered discounts and gratuities to saloonkeepers as incentives to sell their products. For
the local brewer especially, such expenses left profits low. Contracts with saloonkeepers
were also suspect with several cases of promises not being kept or bills unpaid. To
counteract such issues, brewers began investing in saloons by financing fixtures such as
bars, mirrors, or sideboards to saloonkeepers. Commonly, brewers added a clause in the
fixture mortgages limiting the brands of beer that saloonkeepers could sell. Brewery
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representatives also purchased retail liquor licenses and leased them to saloonkeepers. In
some instances, the brewers leased the properties and found tenants to run the saloons. If
a saloonkeeper reneged on his agreements or proved unprofitable, then he could be
replaced without the brewery losing control of the license to sell liquor in his saloon.
Eventually, more brewers purchased or built their own buildings to lease to
saloonkeepers. This practice, known as the tied-house system, increased in the 1880s and
continued until National Prohibition in 1920. Saloons not only provided profits for
brewers but increased brand loyalty through advertising and fixtures throughout the
establishments, further fueling the success of the brewing industry. 51
Only, tying themselves so securely to saloons proved problematic for breweries in
relation to temperance reform. In the late nineteenth century, members of a revitalized
Temperance Movement noticed the growth of the beer industry and its influence on the
saloon business. Most temperance advocates, especially the more radical prohibitionists,
considered saloons to embody some of the basest social evils. This was not just because
of the alcohol being served but the illicit entertainments popularly associated with
saloons, such as gambling and prostitution. 52 Anti-saloon campaigning remained very
influential in the decades leading to National Prohibition.
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One of the boldest and most significant anti-alcohol campaigns of the nineteenth
century focused on closing the saloons and other alcohol retail outlets. Women led the
campaign which became known as the Women’s Praying Crusade or Women’s Crusade.
It began in Ohio in 1873 and spread across the nation, only lasting for a little over a year.
Women gathered in front of saloons, beer gardens, and all-manner of liquor dealers to
sing hymns and pray that the establishments would close their doors and rid towns of
their bad influence. This caused upheavals in many towns and cities. The crusade resulted
in multiple arrests and displayed the seriousness of temperance to several women
nationwide. 53
The Women’s Crusade embodied more than a campaign against alcohol sales.
The Temperance Movement in the late nineteenth century provided an instrumental
platform for women’s involvement in social and political reform. 54 In that period, women
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were generally relegated to a specific sphere of influence: the home and family. 55 Under
that pretense, their socially acceptable ambitions lay in protecting or enhancing the
quality of life at home. In the early Temperance Movement, many women led by example
within the home where they were expected to educate family members on moral living.
Though active in temperance organizations throughout their existence, restrictions on
women’s legal identities limited their roles within the organizations. Most significantly,
woman did not gain voting rights in the United States until the twentieth century.
Similarly, many temperance organizations allowed women to become members, but very
few allowed them to vote on internal matters. Working within their sphere of influence,
many women exercised their political and professional voices in creative ways, such as
forming their own professional organizations, advocating for legislation supporting social
reform, and embracing new education possibilities.
Out of the Women’s Crusade came the most notable woman-led temperance
organization to date, the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU). The WCTU
defended “home protection” in a male-dominated, industrialized culture. 56 The Union
55
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advocated temperance legislation as well as several other social and political reform
measures. State chapters and a national chapter represented the Union. 57 Frances Willard
served as president of the national branch of the WCTU from 1879 to her death in 1898.
Highly motivated and charismatic, Willard led the organization with a “do everything”
program that included support for the National Prohibition Party, temperance education,
women’s suffrage, and labor rights. 58
The increase in women’s activism owed in part to the changing class organization
in the United States due to industrialization. The growth of the middle class and changing
ideas of domestic labor allowed more women additional leisure-time to devote to social
reform movements, including the Temperance Movement. 59 In fact, though reputedly
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open to all women, the WCTU consisted of mostly white, middle-class, Protestant,
conservative women. 60
During the 1880s and early 1890s, the WCTU was the largest and most active
temperance organization in the country, followed by the National Prohibition Party. Both
groups represented the more radical temperance advocates who supported the absolute
cessation of alcohol production and consumption, better known under the general
designation of “prohibitionists.” Where the WCTU supported different political parties
on various issues, the Prohibition Party formed to specifically address America’s liquor
problem. 61 The Prohibition Party began as a state-level political party in Michigan,
Illinois, and Ohio, and expanded into a national party in 1869. Primarily, Prohibition
Party members came from the temperance wing of the Republican Party but felt that the
major parties were not making enough progress in anti-liquor legislation. They put the
liquor issue at the forefront of their party platform. The party had strong membership in
the Northeastern and Midwestern states, mainstays of traditional Republicanism. 62 Until
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the rise of the Anti-Saloon League (ASL) in the middle-1890s, the WCTU and National
Prohibition Party dominated the social and political activities of the Temperance
Movement.

The beer industry had a unique relationship with the different manifestations of
the Temperance Movement throughout the decades. Like beer itself, temperance in
America had its roots in the first European settlements, with some periods garnering more
public attention and popularity than others. 63 For a time, Americans consumed more
distilled liquors and hard cider than beer and wine, due in large part to availability and
quality. Therefore, temperance advocates focused more on those beverages at first.
Arguably, the most intemperate period in American history was between 1790 and 1830
when the annual per capita consumption of alcohol reached four gallons. 64
Between the 1820s and 1840s, the organized temperance groups used moral
suasion to promote temperance values to the American public. This meant that groups
cited religious and moral motivations for eliminating alcohol consumption and petitioned
people to sign pledges to abstain from alcoholic beverages. They remained largely
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outside of direct political action, even though their teachings were intended to affect
every level of society. Then, the temperance groups in the 1850s became more politically
active, resulting in thirteen statewide prohibition measures. 65 However, all but five states
overturned these measures by the end of the Civil War. Only three states (Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont) maintained prohibition in 1875. 66
Temperance advocates of the late nineteenth century maintained the earlier
generations’ characteristic appeal to morality as they backed state and national
prohibition legislation, Prohibition candidates from local to federal levels of government,
and worked to educate the public on the various problems associated with alcohol – what
contemporaries often referred to as the “liquor problem.” 67 Both the Prohibition Party
and the WCTU published material on temperance and led public gatherings. Three major
weekly newspapers founded in the 1880s and early 1890s reached over 100,000
subscribers. 68 Plays dramatized the effects of alcohol on individuals, families, and the
whole of society. 69 Children learned about the evils of alcohol in schools through
temperance textbooks and special lectures. Several preachers led sermons warning
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congregations of the evils of alcohol. 70 These efforts helped establish a level of antialcohol sentiment across the nation, with some areas being more accepting than others. 71

The beer industry responded to anti-alcohol sentiment by appealing to individuals,
families, and governments on behalf of the wholesome nature of beer and the economic
benefits of the beer industry. Breweries strongly promoted beer as a temperance beverage
and safe for the whole family. Unlike distilled liquors, beer provided the benefits of food
and medicinal tonics. Similarly, also unlike distilled liquors, one could easily consume
beer in moderation. 72 Frederick William Salem of the United States Brewers’ Association
placed beer in the moderate position between total abstinence and excess, between water
and distilled liquors. 73 Beer advocates also argued that beer was a safer alternative to
beverages with higher alcohol content. By distancing themselves from distillers, brewers
hoped the stigmas associated with alcohol would be attached to distilled liquors. 74 As a
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result, brewers would ideally avoid any legal restrictions placed on high-alcohol
beverages.
Debates over the distinction between beer and distilled liquors were not new. As
far back as 1811, Benjamin Rush, a temperance activist and physician, provided insights
into the harmful effects of “ardent spirits” or “spirituous liquors” on the human body and
mind. He argued, however, that malt liquors were economical, nourishing, and agreeable
in taste. He even provided recipes for concoctions involving beer. Conversely, he
maintained that distilled liquors should be avoided altogether. 75 Beer advocates decades
later embraced and promoted Rush’s distinction between the alcohols.
Beer advocates embraced medicinal uses for alcohol and physicians’ warnings
against stronger alcohols. Physicians commonly prescribed alcohol to patients for varying
ailments. In a medicinal handbook published in 1879, the section on alcohol warned
against the excessive use of strong alcoholic beverages on the human body, but it also
contained accepted medicinal uses. For example, the authors suggested that alcohol could
refresh the nervous system after intense physical or mental labor, increase the patient’s
appetite, and aid in digestion. 76 The handbook’s section on hops, a main ingredient in
most beer styles, promoted the plant as a mild sedative that also invigorated digestion.
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Hops helped relieve dyspepsia, assisted patients to sleep, and could be used in treatments
for other ailments like rickets, delirium tremens, and various genitourinary irritations.
Along with herbs like chamomile, thyme, and lavender, hops also could be applied
topically to relieve pain. 77 A year later in 1880, the United States Brewers’ Association
published a book featuring statements from physicians, chemists, and health officials that
supported beer as a harmless, mildly alcoholic beverage with nutritious properties. 78
The United States Brewers’ Association (USBA) printed several other
publications that distinguished beer from other liquors and support it as a temperance
beverage. Secretary of the USBA, Gallus Thomann’s arguments summarized much of the
stance taken by beer advocates. He argued that an increase in the consumption of
fermented liquors over distilled liquors directly correlated with the temperance goals of
the United States since fermented liquors could be consumed responsibly by temperance
advocates, whereas distilled liquors lead to irresponsible inebriation. Thomann also
presented studies on the physical and mental effects of distilled versus fermented liquors.
In an 1885 argument, he included a chart comparing the percentage of consumption to the
percentage of insanity caused by drunkenness in Bavaria and Denmark. The chart shows,
and Thomann contended, that the area that consumed less spirits and more malt liquors,
i.e. Bavaria, had five times less instances of insanity caused by alcohol. 79 A year later,
Thomann presented the results of a survey comparing death rates and various health
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factors such as liver disease and obesity of men working in breweries with those outside
of the industry. He concluded that, despite drinking large amounts of malt liquors, these
men “[lived] longer and [preserved] their physical energies better than the average
workman of the United States.” 80
In response to publications like Thomann’s and vocal in public health debates, the
American Medical Association (AMA) joined in the discussion on the medicinal
properties and uses of alcoholic beverages in 1891 with the formation of the American
Medical Temperance Association (AMTA). Established at the AMA’s annual meeting,
the AMTA’s main objective was to study the uses and effects of alcohol from “a purely
scientific point of view, above all present theories.” The organization began with
apparent anti-alcohol leanings. AMTA members had to pledge total abstinence from
alcoholic beverages as a means of securing clear and impartial studies, since “the
literature on the subject presents many examples of dangerous and faulty theories,
honestly defended by moderate drinkers, who are unable constitutionally to reason
logically in this field.” 81 The AMTA, therefore, did not support drinking in moderation as
a substitute for heavy drinking.
In the May 13, 1893 edition of The Journal of the American Medical Association,
the AMA discounted the bulk of available literature on the uses and abuses of alcohol,
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calling it a “confused medley of statements by the most incompetent persons.” 82 They
deemed it essential for medical professionals to investigate the uses and abuses of alcohol
and present them in a professional setting while abstaining from drinking themselves. 83
By the first issue of The American Medical Temperance Quarterly in July 1893, the
editors and main officers in the AMTA clearly supported removing alcohol from the
medical profession altogether and multiple articles discredited the medicinal uses of
alcohol. Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, the chairman of the Committee of Statistics and chief
medical officer at the Battle Creek Sanitarium in Michigan, went so far as to associate
alcohol with “poison habits” like morphine, cocaine, and chloral hydrate addictions. 84
The medical profession remained divided on the uses of alcohol as medicine into the
twentieth century, and both beer and anti-alcohol advocates cited physicians and
pharmacists who favored their cause.
Perhaps the most politically significant defense the beer industry could levy
against legalized prohibition was its contribution to the local and federal governments
through taxes and license fees. Liquor taxes “created an air of legitimacy about the trade”
that placed liquor industries in respectable positions in the government’s eye. 85 Beer,
wine, and distilled liquors together generated between 20 and 40 percent of the nation’s
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total tax revenues between 1873 and 1916. 86 One statistic showed that brewers alone paid
an estimated $1.2 billion to the United States Treasury between 1863 and 1909. 87 In a
bold move, liquor interests supported a bill in 1884 that would make it illegal for states to
prohibit the manufacture and sale of commodities subject to federal internal revenue
taxes. John Jay Kleiner, a Democrat from Indiana, introduced the bill, but it failed to go
beyond the Committee of Ways and Means. Regardless, the liquor interests continued to
champion their relationship with the federal government. 88 As long as the federal tax
legitimized alcoholic beverages and the liquor industries continued to thrive, the
prohibitionists could hardly expect to eradicate the production of those beverages, much
less their consumption. Such was the argument.
The beer industry’s relationship to the federal government owed in large part to
the most organized and active pro-beer organization prior to National Prohibition, the
United States Brewers’ Association (USBA). The USBA formed in response to the
Internal Revenue Act of 1862 and grew to represent the beer industry in all manner of
social and political debates. With the act came a one-dollar federal tax per barrel on all
beer sold and a license fee for individual brewers. The tax and fee were in addition to
state and local taxes and fees. Until this time, American brewers did not have a strong
representation in the federal government. Alarmed by the increased taxes, on August 21,
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1862, a group of brewers met in New York City to form a representative coalition which
became the USBA. 89
The USBA quickly became a significant force in the beer industry. Reasonably
argued in a 1901 history of the American brewing industry, “to write in detail the history
of the United States Brewers’ Association would be virtually to cover the history of the
industry since 1862.” 90 Not only did USBA representatives lobby on behalf of the beer
industry in the political arena, but they also confronted attacks on the industry. The
USBA printed a wide-range of material concerning everything from the science and
technology of brewing to political, social, and health concerns. At first, only German
lager brewers from the East Coast made up the USBA, but Western and ale brewers were
soon incorporated, as well as auxiliary industries. 91 Ultimately, the efforts of beer
industry representatives to work with local and national governments proved sufficient in
the face of the early anti-alcohol movements.

In the late nineteenth century, the Prohibition Party, WCTU, and other
temperance groups achieved marginal success in securing prohibition legislation at the
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state level, but only three attempts at National Prohibition came under consideration. In
1876, Republican Representative Henry W. Blair of New Hampshire presented the first
prohibition bill to amend the U.S. Constitution. The bill aimed at distilled liquors only,
but Republican Senator Preston Plumb of Kansas introduced a stronger amendment
concerning “all distilled and fermented liquors as a beverage” in 1880. 92 Both
amendments did not go beyond committee consideration. In 1887, Blair, then a senator,
presented a third amendment. WCTU president Frances E. Willard, national chairman of
the Prohibition Party John B. Finch, and secretary of the National Temperance Society
John N. Stearns drafted the amendment. It went to a vote on March 2, 1889, but it failed
to pass. The next prohibition amendment brought before Congress would not surface
until 1914. 93
While multiple factors contributed to the failure of the early attempts at passing a
national prohibition law, the federal liquor tax was the most significant factor. The tax
presented a formidable obstacle to those in favor of prohibition. Revenue raised from
taxes on alcohol, at least as it concerned the Internal Revenue Office, simply overruled
any objections to the liquor industries. Interestingly, brewers and other liquor producers
located within prohibition states purchased federal liquor licenses and paid federal taxes.
To the prohibitionists’ frustration, it became the official stance of the Internal Revenue
Office in the 1880s to refuse requests to testify against potential illegal liquor operators
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and salespersons or produce license or tax logs in court cases. The argument until at least
the twentieth century went that the federal government would leave prohibition
enforcement to the states. In addition to the taxes themselves, the practice of regulating
liquor sales and collecting taxes helped establish relationships between liquor producers
and government employees. Temperance advocates saw the need for federal tax reform
early on, but it would take until the 1910s for such reform to go into effect. 94
By the mid-1890s, temperance reform faltered, and the movement suffered. In
1889, the Dakotas were the last of seven states to adopt prohibition prior to the twentieth
century. However, by 1903, only Maine, Kansas, and North Dakota maintained statewide prohibition. Saloons and liquor dealers continued to operate in dry areas. Interstate
commerce between wet and dry areas presented still more problems. 95 This was due at
least in part to the generally weak political ties between the Prohibition Party and state
officials, but law enforcement also proved more difficult than expected. Moreover, the
economic and political clout of brewers and saloon owners thwarted much of the antiliquor initiatives. 96
By the mid-1890s, factions and general disorganization in both the Prohibition
Party and the WCTU left temperance advocates in need of a stronger representative
organization. 97 A group of temperance reformers from Ohio answered the need with the
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creation of the Anti-Saloon League of America (ASL). The ASL redefined, reorganized,
and dominated the Temperance Movement from 1895 into the 1920s. Instead of targeting
state and national levels of government with radical goals at the outset, the ASL and the
twentieth-century temperance advocates promoted moderate goals at the local level with
the intention to gradually evolve into national reform, a process that political scientist
Ann-Marie Szymanski termed “local gradualism.” 98 At the turn of the twentieth century,
beer advocates faced local option laws that threatened their most lucrative public drinking
establishment, the saloon. At the same time, Americans grew more concerned with the
purity of their food and beverages. What followed was a campaign for the beer industry
to meet distribution limitations while further supporting an image of purity and
wholesomeness.
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Chapter 2
The Defense of Pure Beer and the Saloon Problem, 1896-1906
“There are bad men in the liquor traffic and always have been, just as there are
bad men and always have been in other callings … The wholesale denunciation of
saloon-keepers is unjust, irrational, and illogical in the extreme. There is nothing in the
history of our country to justify it. On the contrary, the impartial critic will be compelled
to admit that at all times the properly conducted tavern, ordinary or saloon proved a
center of influences which tend to the elevation rather than the degradation of the
people.”
- Gallus Thomann, Secretary of the United States Brewers’ Association, 1906 99
“The brewers tell us in their journals that beer is a substitute for the hurtful drinks, wine
and whiskies. As a last resort the brewers and the others fall back upon the assumption
that men will drink, therefore the saloon is a necessary evil – but an evil all the same … It
is the public licensed place for making drunkards out of those who were made in the
image of God.”
- David O. Mears, President of the Ohio Anti-Saloon League, 1894 100
The Midwest offered an ideal environment for nineteenth-century saloon culture.
Cities like Chicago and St. Louis were transportation hubs for the railroads, and countless
goods traveled through the cities on their way across the country. Merchants had easy
access to livestock, grain, and vegetables from the Western and Midwestern states. With
the ease of transportation and proximity to resources, various industries fueled the region.
Laborers migrated there to work in those industries, and they brought their drinking
habits with them.
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The tradition of providing food alongside alcohol stemmed from the colonial
period with taverns and inns. Saloonkeepers in the late nineteenth century added a twist
to that tradition. Receiving negative attention from the temperance community, especially
in the decades following the Civil War, saloonkeepers began offering complimentary
food with drink purchases. This practice varied region to region, largely depending on
food prices and availability, the cost of liquor licenses, and laws regulating food within
saloons. However, free lunches with drink purchases became a common tenant of the
saloon culture. Workingmen had better luck finding a good meal in a saloon than
anywhere else. Saloonkeepers made contracts with food suppliers and acquired quality
foods at much lower prices than the average worker, often making the free lunches more
agreeable than meals cooked at home or purchased in affordable restaurants. 101 When
considering that the price of a glass of beer, and thus lunch, tended to be five cents in
most cities, saloons quickly became significant distributors for breweries. 102 Saloons
played significant roles in everyday life, especially for the working classes. 103
Chicago provides a good example of a city receptive to saloons. Fraternal lodges
with dues-paying members often held meetings in auditoriums above or near saloons.
Several saloons occupied the bottom floors of large brick buildings while the remaining
floors served as meeting rooms or convention halls. Brewing companies or private liquor
dealers typically owned these places and offered cheap rent for fraternities or social clubs
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to meet. In 1901, five convention halls were located within a 2.5-mile segment of
Milwaukee Avenue, the main thoroughfare for the western working-class district. A fourmile segment of Madison Street running from the lake, through the business district, and
into the working-class district, offered 115 saloons and 53 restaurants. 104 Saloons in most
towns or cities around the country harbored characteristics of their neighborhood and
catered to their regulars. 105
While Chicago provided the physical and social infrastructure for saloons, it also
provided the beer. Near major brewing cities like St. Louis and Milwaukee, Chicago
saloons sold the national brands of beer alongside their local fare. The Midwest hosted a
large concentration of nationally-known breweries with roots going back to the
antebellum years. German immigrants founded several communities in cities like
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, and Detroit. Names like Anheuser-Busch, Pabst, Miller,
Schlitz, Blatz, and Stroh graced billboards, saloon windows and entranceways, and
newspaper advertisements.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a general anti-saloon sentiment existed
among temperance reformers, and this continued into the twentieth century. One popular
example, prohibitionist Upton Sinclair published his novel, The Jungle, in 1906
dramatizing the plight of an immigrant family living in the meat-packing district of
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Chicago, informally called Packingtown. The narrative followed the unfortunate trials of
a group of Lithuanian immigrants as they attempted to find their way in a new country.
Sinclair novelized the desire for the workers in Packingtown to escape the monotonous,
yet grueling, work by patronizing the local saloons. He described the appeal of the
saloons as warm and welcoming, with enticing names and décor, providing hot meals and
places to relax and socialize. Offering a stark change from their working conditions and,
in many instances, their living conditions, Sinclair’s saloons appeared as wolves in
sheep’s clothing. He described systems of competition and persuasion that inevitably
drained the working men of their wages, time, health, and mental faculties. In Sinclair’s
view, saloonkeepers strategized means to bring patrons inside and to keep them there,
regardless of their well-being or their familial obligations. 106
Sinclair’s objections to saloons in The Jungle echoed many of his fellow
prohibitionists, but his book proved more influential in another social reform movement,
the Pure Food Movement. By the time he published his book 1906, a decade of the antisaloon had passed and wards, towns, cities, counties, and even some states had laws
banning saloons. The dominant forces in the Temperance Movement were attempting to
solve the alcohol problem by squashing the saloon culture. With deep connections to the
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saloon culture and the immigrant and working classes, the beer industry responded to
threats from both the Pure Food and Temperance movements.

The limited success in securing prohibition legislation and ultimately solving
America’s liquor problem in the 1880s and early 1890s did not deter members of the
Temperance Movement. They simply changed tactics from focusing on radical
prohibition legislation and moral pressure to implementing local gradualism and
increasing political pressure. 107 Essentially, temperance leaders made the elimination of
the saloon and other public drinking areas the main objective of the anti-alcohol
campaign, while making private drinking habits a secondary focus. Anti-saloon sentiment
grew as the saloon culture became more ingrained in the United States. 108 Championed
by a new organization, the Anti-Saloon League (ASL), temperance advocates from the
mid-1890s onward largely supported a different anti-alcohol weapon: local option.
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Anti-saloon advocates found political, economic, and social value in local option
laws. Said laws gave voting citizens within specific jurisdictions the chance to outlaw the
sale of alcohol. 109 Without being able to sell alcohol, Leaguers and their supporters
argued, the saloons would have to close and, thus, benefit the dry communities. Antisaloon advocates argued that alcohol use drained tax revenue with the increase in
drunkards and funding of poor houses, hospitals, asylums, and orphanages. Also, alcohol
use hindered production and accuracy in the workplace. To them, forbidding the sale of
alcohol increased workplace efficiency and production since workers would not be
inebriated or ill from drinking alcohol. Moreover, the economy would receive a boost by
redirecting income otherwise spent on alcohol to local businesses, and the working class
would theoretically be able to purchase new technologies, products, and services.
Furthermore, time once spent in the saloon could be redirected towards other, more
wholesome, leisure-time activities, such as traveling, visiting theaters, and playing
games. 110 Ideally, through local option, enough dry areas would inspire more stringent
prohibition legislation, with the end-goal being a national prohibition law. 111 Thus, local
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option laws were not prohibition laws outright but a means to battle the saloons in areas
where the citizens deemed saloons should not exist. 112
While several temperance groups held contempt for saloons in general, including
the Prohibition Party and the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), the most
influential group in securing local option was the Anti-Saloon League (ASL). The ASL
and other prohibitionists promoted the doctrine of “home rule” inherent in local option
laws. In general terms, home rule meant that voting citizens of a specified political unit
could self-govern, at least on matters like liquor licenses. 113 Even those not affiliated with
the ASL or other anti-saloon groups supported local option on the basis that it did allow
communities to self-govern and, thus, exercise their democratic privileges. 114
The ASL first formed in Columbus, Ohio in 1893 and became a national
organization the following year. Speakers at the 1894 Annual Congress bemoaned the
crime, disease, and domestic distress brought on by intemperate behavior in the United
States. Reverend John A. Watterson, Bishop of Columbus, lamented that saloons
corrupted the young men seeking work in large towns and cities and turned them into
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poor, miserable drunkards. He asked in his address, “Strangers in a strange place, how are
these young men to spend their time when not at work? … Saloons abound everywhere,
and everywhere they are open and cheerful looking, with their bright lights in summer
and their warm fires in winter.” 115 In his address, Rev. Watterson employed a metaphor
for approaching the saloon “as the Yankee did with the bed-bug.” “‘I have no special
feeling,’” the Yankee said, “‘against the bed-bug in himself. The bed-bug as a bug is
good; but I do dislike the way he makes his living.’” 116 He suggested, and the ASL in
general adopted a similar sentiment, that the best way to remedy the growing
consumption of alcohol was three-fold: educate the masses to the harms of alcohol,
diminish the number of saloons and regulate the remaining ones, and discourage saloon
customers “by the creation of a sound individual and public conscience.” 117 Gradually,
the removal of saloon culture would theoretically decrease alcohol dependence.
The ASL was a league of churches and temperance societies that operated as a
distinctly non-partisan organization. While mostly comprised of white, Protestant
churches, the League did not limit membership to specified denominations or religions.
Even though Republican-leaning in many respects, the League worked through the
dominant parties within an area to achieve alcohol regulations like local option and high
licenses. Membership in the League and internal committees included both Democrats
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and Republicans. 118 Unlike a political party that had to attend to multiple issues, the ASL
focused attention on prohibition and the means to achieving it. They avoided direct
involvement in other issues, which contributed to the effectiveness of their campaigns. 119
The founder of the ASL, Howard Hyde Russell, believed he was ordained by God
to champion the temperance cause and eliminate the saloons. In a speech delivered at the
fifteenth annual convention in 1913, Russell told the story of how he escaped the “jaws of
destruction” as a young man and vowed to “go out to [his] brethren in the churches and to
plead with them to lay aside their differences upon other questions and come together in a
never-ending war on behalf of suffering humanity until the cause of such tragedies as this
shall be put away forever.” 120 A former lawyer in Iowa, Russell graduated from the
seminary at Oberlin College in Ohio. Afterwards, he served as a minister in the stockyard
districts of Kansas City and Chicago before returning to Oberlin in 1893 where he
founded the Ohio branch of the ASL. Russell served as the national league’s
superintendent until resigning in 1903. Methodist minister Purley Baker succeeded Hyde
as national superintendent and served until his death in 1924. Both men were effective
leaders and public-speakers and helped influence the passage of local option laws
nationwide. 121
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The fragility of local option laws in stamping out the saloons soon became
apparent to prohibitionists. The designation of political units contributed to the problem.
For example, if several counties within a state voted to prohibit the sale of liquor licenses,
but those counties did not hold the majority of the state’s population, then securing
statewide prohibition proved challenging. As states started allowing municipalities to
vote independent of the counties, saloons reopened in select cities and towns within dry
counties. Even though large physical areas around the country operated under local
option laws, most of the population was concentrated in areas selling liquor licenses and
housing saloons. 122

The relationship between brewers and saloons was common knowledge, and antisaloon sympathizers targeted brewers for it. An article from the prohibition-leaning
newspaper, The Kansas City Star, nicely summarized the sentiment: “The aim of the
brewery to-day is not what it was a few years ago – to make beer and sell it. Now it’s to
make beer, open and conduct saloons, own saloon licenses, own saloons, own saloon
property, take all the profits, fight every attempt to keep saloons out of residence districts
and defend every saloon keeper who gets into trouble in his place of business.” 123 As the
anti-saloon campaign waged on, beer industry advocates found it increasingly difficult to
appeal to the American public as a law-abiding and viable industry.
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The beer industry responded to anti-saloon sentiment by boosting alternative ways
to access their product outside of saloons. Beer sold in groceries, hotels, and restaurants
already, but breweries increased home-delivery efforts and promoted family-friendly beer
gardens to bolster a wholesome image. An increase in beer-bottling allowed breweries to
fill individual orders and sell to street vendors. 124 At least until legislation passed in 1913
forbidding it, brewers maintained a presence in dry areas by shipping their product
between states. 125
Beer industry advocates also took an offensive stance to argue that enforcing
prohibition was impractical. They argued that absolute prohibition was ridiculous, since
there was no way to stop people from drinking alcohol, and law enforcement officials
simply did not have the ability to enforce that level of control. General counsel for the
United States Brewers’ Association (USBA), Robert Crain said, “One of the faults of
prohibition … is that it hugs the insane delusion that the body politic can be prevented
from drinking in any form.” Instead of having licensed, tax-paying establishments serve
alcohol, he argued that prohibition would create incentive for locations to sell alcohol
illegally. These places already existed in areas under local option laws, often called
“blind tigers” or “speakeasies.” To Crain, prohibition promoted corruption, threatened
livelihoods of industry employees, and took away from the earning potential of the
department of internal revenue through taxes and legal licensing. 126
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Another social reform movement at the turn of the twentieth century threatened
the beer industry, but it did so by making the beer itself out to be impure and detrimental
to one’s health. While the ASL campaigned against saloons and breweries, members of
the Pure Food Movement defended American families against tainted, or adulterated,
food. 127 Their early success culminated in passing a federal law in 1906 with the Pure
Food and Drug Act. The beer industry had defended pure beer for decades, and advocates
responded to this movement by touting breweries as modern and sanitary spaces. They
sold beer as a pure and wholesome beverage made under state-of-the-art conditions.
Several brewers publicly supported the pure food cause and fit their products within a
healthy, morally acceptable American diet. 128
As mentioned above, Americans recognized Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle for more
than his descriptions of the saloon culture or immigrant troubles. Massive public attention
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motivated many Americans to raise concerns about the purity of industrially produced
foods. 129 The graphic descriptions of the poor living and working conditions of the
residents of Packingtown accompanied the grossly impure food produced there and sold
to unassuming consumers. Within a year of its release, the United States Congress passed
the Pure Food and Drug Act. The Jungle, however, was far from an introduction to the
pure food crisis. The complex process to secure the act took several decades. 130
Even though adulterations existed well before the Pure Food and Drug Act, the
general concern for public health increased as more instances of adulterated foods,
beverages, and medicines on the market received attention. Essentially, changes in food
production and transportation brought on by industrialization made it more economical to
produce foodstuffs on a large scale, at a distance, and out of sight of most consumers.
These changes allowed producers and manufacturers to use cheaper substitutes or
additives without the consumers’ knowledge. 131 The Pure Food Movement brought
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together individual citizens and professionals from various fields to research and expose
such adulterations and to propose legislation to protect citizens from them. 132 When the
first National Pure Food and Drug Congress met in 1898, members from the food and
drug trades, agriculturalists and farmers, representatives from multiple levels of
government, and professional and trade associations attended. Middleclass businessmen
and professionals represented the several trades and professions that food and drug laws
directly influenced. 133
Arguably the most vocal representative of the Pure Food Movement within the
federal government was the American chemist and physician, Harvey Washington Wiley.
In 1883, Wiley became the head of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Division of
Chemistry. He served in this role until his resignation in 1912. He often spoke and wrote
on food and drug adulterations and promoted public awareness of the issues at hand. 134
He argued that “sanitation is principally a chemical problem: pure food, pure drugs, pure
air, pure water, insuring pure activity of mind and body, curing disease by evading it and
prolonging, by many years, the most valuable part of human life, viz., its period of
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maximum endeavor and accomplishment.” Wiley’s department used chemistry to test for
adulterations. When the Pure Food Act needed interpretation, Wiley and his department
provided clarification.
Pure food advocates held different interpretations of what foods were pure and
should be sold. The Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 was vague in some of its
terminology, so the Division of Chemistry determined what constituted impurities and
how the law should be applied. Even though the law itself had some shortcomings, it was
a success of the Pure Food Movement and the first federal law in the United States
regulating marketed foods, beverages, and drugs. 135

Much in the same way as those involved in the Temperance Movement, pure food
advocates defended the health and well-being within American homes and communities.
Membership in the two movements often overlapped, as temperance advocates worked to
expose any adulterants found in alcoholic beverages. Members of both movements also
tended to be white, middle-class, Anglo-Saxon, Protestants. 136 Wrapped in the
discussions on food purity were links to morality. Wiley himself argued that chemistry
improved the morality of man by detecting adulterations and fraud and improving the
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morality of trade. 137 While his focus was on the dangerous materials introduced to foods,
beverages, and drugs, temperance and pure food advocates linked certain foods with
moral behavior.
As the most basic social building block, experts argued that good individual
health promoted good morals and character that helped families and communities
confront difficult social issues, including alcoholism. 138 Individual health was necessarily
linked to diet, and positive eating habits began in the home. 139 While organizations such
as the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) invited women nationwide to join
in purifying the home of alcohol, it and other social reform organizations insisted that
American women needed to be more proactive about health needs within the home.
Taking further hold of her sphere of influence begun in previous decades, the “modern
housewife” employed similar methods to men in factory settings, with efficient tools and
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standardized methods of cooking and cleaning. 140 The rising fields of domestic science
and home economics sought to educate women on just how to do that. 141
The content of food not only determined its purity, but also its moral value. Pure
food advocates demonized manufacturers and producers that would purposefully and
covertly adulterate their product while also condemning certain foods they considered
evil. 142 Temperance advocates primarily attributed the evils of society like domestic
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abuse, poverty, and crime to alcohol consumption. 143 They also linked alcohol and
impurities in immigrant diets. Alcohol, however, was not the only substance associated
with immorality at the turn of the twentieth century. Coffee, milk, margarine, and
mustard were some other examples of foodstuffs at times deemed impure and even
evil. 144 At the National Pure Food and Drug Congress in 1898, Matthew Trimble,
Assessor of the District of Columbia, read the call for the meeting as:
The question of the character of the Food, Drink, and Drugs consumed by a
people is unquestionably one of the most important that can be discussed by them.
Adulteration, misbranding, sophistication, substitution and imitation undoubtably
exist to an alarming extent, to the detriment of health, legitimate business, and
sound morals, and it becomes needful to secure legislation that will check this
growing evil and permit an honest man to do an honest business. 145
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Such extreme language coincided with other social reform rhetoric at the time, helped to
build stigma around foods, and, in the hopes of critics, might harm sales.
Beer did not escape the scrutiny of pure food advocates. As early as 1879, reports
of adulterants in beer included tobacco, burnt sugar or licorice, aloes, coriander seeds,
cayenne pepper, salt, and soda. 146 Particularly frightening was the case of arsenic
poisoning in northern England beginning in the autumn of 1900 and lasting about six
months. More than 6,000 people, mostly in Manchester, suffered arsenic poisoning and
seventy people died. The poisoning came from contaminated invert sugar manufactured
from vegetable starch and primarily used in cheap beer. This event caused wide-spread
panic in Britain, and beer sales suffered greatly. Brewers responded by working closely
with health authorities to remove any contaminated beer and implement safeguards to
prevent future contamination. 147
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In the December 1906 issue of the Western Brewer journal, USBA secretary,
Gallus Thomann, addressed concerns brewers might have with the new food purity law,
based on conversations USBA representatives had with Wiley himself. That address
offered Wiley’s definition of beer and the approval or disapproval of certain practices and
materials. As defined by Wiley in compliance with Pure Food Act, beer was “a beverage
made by the alcoholic fermentation, in potable water, of barley, malt and hops, with or
without unmalted cereals.” At least as it pertained to brewers, he mainly concerned
himself with the use of preservatives, that only pure sugar could be used and had to be
listed on any product label, and that the labels could not list any false statement.
Thomann, in accordance with other publications and announcements by the USBA,
recommended that all brewers comply with the Pure Food Act and the Department of
Agriculture. 148
In fact, beer advocates generally favored pure food regulation. For instance,
several brewers voiced concerns over what materials might be considered adulterants at
the hearings before the House of Representatives in 1902 on pure food legislation being
proposed even then. 149 In addition, many brewers attended the Pure Food Congress in St.
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Louis in 1905. 150 In 1906, Robert Crain voiced his support and the support of the brewers
he represented for a federal pure food law. 151 As quoted in the March 1906 issue of The
Western Brewer, Crain said, “The brewers are endeavoring now and will continue to do
so to aid in every way to pass a pure food law. We are anxious to have a standard of
manufacturing set by the government and a government stamp on every keg of beer
showing it to be pure malt liquor containing only 3 ½ per cent alcohol.” 152 Furthermore,
the pure food bill being discussed in Congress was a common topic at the 46th Annual
Convention of the USBA in Indianapolis. The Western Brewer also devoted quite a bit of
the June 1906 issue of The Western Brewer to the Pure Food Bill and compliance with
it. 153
The USBA needed to show support of the Pure Food Bill for at least two reasons:
to show their dedication to manufacturing unadulterated products and to reinforce a
positive relationship between American brewers and the federal government. Apparently,
in the event the federal pure food bill did not go through Congress as smoothly as hoped,
then the Advisory Committee of the USBA would appoint a sub-committee to draft a
Standard Beer Bill. New York City brewer, Colonel Jacob Ruppert, Jr. would then
present it to Congress. 154 Such a committee was not necessary, USBA representatives
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argued, as the Pure Food Bill gained popularity rather quickly. The Board of Trustees
reported, “To carry out our resolution in the face of this state of affairs would have been
unwise and highly injudicious. We would thereby have invited criticism and provoked
contentions … All we could do under the circumstances was to reiterate our
unconditional approval of the pending measure; and this we have done.” 155 At least six
years later, brewers and their affiliates still discussed a standard beer bill. 156 Compliance
with federal laws like the Pure Food Act not only showed brewers’ confidence in their
products, but it showed their adherence to government authority similar to taxes and
licensing fees.

Overall, beer industry advocates argued that beer was a viable solution to the
liquor problem in America. They did not appear to be denying the presence of alcohol
abuse or the connection between alcoholism and the nation’s problems but instead argued
that beer as a unique beverage that straddled the lines between beverage, food, and
medicinal tonic, not unlike modern-day kombucha. Many brewers’ organizations still
honored the conditions set by the Bavarian Purity Law passed in 1516 which limited
brewers to certain pure ingredients. 157 According to the USBA, the popular American
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beers by the turn of the twentieth century were light, low in alcohol content by volume,
and contained pure, healthful ingredients. 158
The rise of brewing schools, scientific research stations, and professional
organizations and publications also characterized this period of brewing history. Brewers
of this period, especially the larger brewers, increasingly hired scientists and innovators
to help them produce more beer with greater efficiency and consistency. Brewers
connected with every level of research and production, and the result was increased
knowledge exchange, production, and competition among breweries. 159 Key to the
modern brewing schools was the incorporation of several sciences into their curriculum.
For example, the Zymotechnic Institute in Chicago, directed by John Siebel, advertised
courses such as a special bottlers’ course lasting two months and offering instruction in
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chemistry, physics, mathematics, mechanics, electrical and mechanical engineering, and
brewing principles and techniques, as applied to bottling. 160
Brewers displayed their innovations and the wealth of the beer industry at various
international fairs. Their exhibitions grew more elaborate at each succeeding fair.
Twenty-four brewers exhibited at the World’s Columbian Exchange in Chicago in 1893,
where the region’s top three beer companies (Anheuser-Busch, Pabst, and Schlitz) won
several medals for their beer. 161 Adolphus Busch later advised, backed, and exhibited at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 1904. Among the exhibits was an
Austrian-style castle and various related structures. With similar grandeur, Henry
Weinhard’s brewery financed a café and beer garden while the Olympia Brewing Co. ran
a Swiss chalet at the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition held in Portland, Oregon in
1905. 162 Such grand displays helped to reinforce an image of resiliency of the beer
industry in a country experiencing great economic and social changes.

To combat the resilient liquor industries, temperance advocates after 1906
continued to support local option laws and defame the saloons. The movement for a
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national prohibition law, however, needed reinforcement to be successful. Even though
forty percent of Americans lived in dry areas by 1906, local option laws did not outlaw
the private possession or consumption of alcohol. The beer and other liquor industries
took advantage of interstate commerce to sell their products in dry areas. In the final
decades leading to the Eighteenth Amendment, prohibitionists reorganized and became
more politically active. They supported tax reform and regulation of interstate commerce.
Then the world went to war, and the Prohibition Movement received the platform it
needed to secure national legislation.
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Chapter 3
Beer’s Final Struggles Against National Prohibition, 1907-1920
“As devoted citizens of this country, we Americans of German birth or descent
hold ourselves second to none in our devotion to the cause of true temperance and to all
that makes for the sanctity and purity of the home, and decency and order in the State; but
we are bitterly opposed to the passage of any law that destroys our rights of personal
liberty; and for the protection of those rights we stand united as one body.”
- C. J. Hexamer, President of the National German-American Alliance 163
“As a question there can be no doubt that intemperance means weakness, means
injury to the race, means the lowering of vitality of the individual or the nation that is the
victim, and from a military standpoint it could well be urged that in this greatest crisis of
the world’s history this Nation and all nations abolish forever that which is a constant
menace to human kind.”
- Burton L. French, United States Representative from Idaho 164
Heretofore, the arguments for National Prohibition contained three central
themes. First, alcohol was an unnecessary evil that plagued the American public and
private spheres. Second, eliminating the saloon became an essential step to freeing the
American people from alcohol. Third, the way to truly eradicate alcoholism involved
outlawing the manufacture and sale of all alcoholic beverages. By the end of the 1910s,
well-organized and funded prohibition organizations capitalized on changing ideas of
Americanization and health, the new tax structure, and the First World War to convince
Americans that the nation was better off without alcohol. Numerous publications,
education programs, and political campaigns helped to further their cause.
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Simultaneously, beer industry advocates intensified the decades-long fight to
distinguish beer from other alcoholic beverages as a healthy, economically sound, and
socially acceptable beverage. They also raised further concerns about the practicality and
ethics of National Prohibition. Brewers like Rudolph J. Schaefer, president of the New
York State Brewers’ Association, argued that the Anti-Saloon League (ASL) employed
“strong arm” methods to intimidate and coerce legislatures to favor prohibition measures.
Furthermore, he and his fellow brewers struggled to secure the “property and livelihood
of [their] employees against wicked and cruel confiscation.” 165 Brewers cited their
personal liberty as Americans in defense of their businesses and those who chose to
partake of their products. Regardless of brewers’ efforts, the beer industry did not survive
the anti-liquor campaigns. Beer received the same fate as wine and distilled liquors when
National Prohibition went into effect in 1920.

For the previous half-century, the legitimacy of the beer industry mostly depended
on its contributions to federal internal revenue through liquor taxes and liquor license
fees. Economically, the beer industry’s prosperity made it the sixth largest industry in the
United States by 1914. The threat of National Prohibition meant great economic losses
for not only brewers and other associated industries and business, but the federal and
local revenue offices. 166 Also from an economic perspective, eliminating the beer
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industry would impact ancillary businesses such as the cooperage and bottling industries,
saloons, hotels, and various agricultural industries, especially barley and hops.
For example, by the turn of the twentieth-century, the American hops industry had
global ties with other hops and brewing industries. Hops producers exported their crops
nationally and abroad, and they relied on materials sourced outside of their local regions.
For instance, the Willamette Valley boosters in 1905 claimed the region’s hops industry
was the “Hop Center of the World.” The region promoted this title as more hops did
originate in that region than any other in the nation at the time, and there was an
extensive global hop trade. Willamette Valley hopyards garnered the attention of
investors from various locations within and outside of the United States. Just as important
to the industry were the imports of raw materials for building, cultivating, drying, storing,
and distributing the hops themselves. Some examples of pest and disease prevention at
the time were whale oil from Pacific Ocean whalers, bark of quassia trees from Brazil,
and tobacco from the American South. 167 Put into perspective, the prohibition of alcohol
not only affected the alcohol producers themselves, but it had the potential of disrupting
intricately connected industries and businesses, including some global ones.
In many ways, the brewers and other liquor industries did not take the Prohibition
Movement as a serious threat for many years due to the security they believed the federal
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tax system provided. In response to the 1862 federal liquor tax, brewers openly supported
liquor regulation and established a positive relationship with internal revenue officials. 168
Contributions to the federal internal revenue system were often seen as patriotic sacrifices
made by the industry, especially since the government would raise liquor tax rates during
economic downturns to raise revenue. For example, the federal beer tax doubled from $1
to $2 a barrel to help cover the expenses of the Spanish-American War in 1898. 169
Between 1891 and 1916, the liquor industry contributed no less than 30 percent of the
federal taxes collected. 170 According to the United States Brewers’ Association (USBA),
the beer industry contributed approximately $64 million in 1911 alone to the United
States Treasury. This number increased to $126 million in 1918. 171
Prohibitionists were keenly aware of the significance of taxes to liquor industries,
and consequently they supported legislation to dilute the liquor tax’s importance.
Significant to this effect, Congress submitted the Sixteenth Amendment establishing
federal income tax to the states for ratification in 1909. It went into effect in early 1913.
After at least two attempts to establish a federal income tax, the Sixteenth Amendment
finally presented sufficient language to grant Congress the power to collect income taxes.
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The Bureau of Internal Revenue had a new stream of profits coming from working
Americans, which ultimately decreased the impact of the liquor tax. 172
The Webb-Kenyon Act also passed in 1913 and put further restraints on the beer
industry’s distribution methods. The Act gave states the right to prohibit the importation
of alcoholic beverages. Breweries profited from exporting their beer to dry areas,
increasing their home-delivery efforts in response to local option laws across the nation.
Breweries like the Pabst Brewing Company that experienced a considerable drop in
bottled-beer sales in the 1910s, largely due to local option and interstate commerce
restrictions. 173 The Reed-Randall Act further restricted beer distribution in 1917 by
making it illegal to transport beer by mail into dry areas. 174
Predictably, the brewers had business concerns that conflicted with the religious,
moralistic, and material interests of the prohibitionists. 175 Citing defense of personal
liberty, brewers argued prohibition deprived them of basic American rights to operate
legitimate businesses. 176 Furthermore, while the beer industry was considered a
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legitimate, capitalist industry, it could be allowed to support local and national
economies.
Conversely, prohibitionists looked beyond taxation to emphasize the added
economic benefits of efficiency and productivity in alcohol-free workplaces. Once
delegitimized, prohibitionists argued that all industries would benefit from sober and,
thus, more efficient and productive workers. Industrial work, as the editor and manager of
several Anti-Saloon League (ASL) publications, Ernest Hurst Cherrington, wrote,
required “not merely muscle power, but steady nerves, clear vision, alert minds, and
sound judgment that can be called quickly into action.” He argued that workers simply
could not perform at the necessary level of efficiency and safety if they consumed
alcoholic beverages, even moderately or outside of a workday. 177 Business leaders often
advocated temperance to keep their workers from coming to work inebriated or missing
work entirely due to alcohol consumption. 178 Pubic water fountains increased in
popularity during this time for similar reasons. 179
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By the 1910s, the ASL headed a highly organized and far-reaching campaign to
remove saloons. The ASL saw no hope in reforming saloons, and therefore called for
their elimination on behalf of the greater good of the American society. 180 At their
Fifteenth Annual National Convention in 1913, they pledged to push through a federal
constitutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages. 181
Operating as a well-organized business, the ASL utilized political pressure and
abundant propaganda to build a formidable following. 182 The organization remained a
non-partisan group that supported multiple parties’ candidates, but only if they favored
the ASL’s agenda. 183 Dr. A. J. Kynett, a founder of the organization, went so far as to
give military designations to the ASL: “a company in every church; a regiment in every
city; an army corps in every state; a conquering army in the nation.” 184 ASL officials
were permanent and well-compensated, the League maintained a large dues-paying
membership, published on an immense scale, and was highly politically active.
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Allegedly, the ASL went so far as to unscrupulously back some public officials and
forcefully drive out others, purely based on their stance on prohibition. 185 Their messages
were moralistic and patriotic, calling on men and women to stand in defense of family,
country, and even God against the saloons and alcohol. 186
Some prohibitionists offered substitutions for saloons, including a creative
proposal for repurposing buildings that once housed saloons and replacing them with
alcohol-free recreational places. Sodas, coffee, and teas would be substituted for beer and
other liquors. Post-saloon establishments would maintain the legal activities once
associated with saloons, including billiards and other games and sports. Some
establishments would also provide musical performances, plays, and the increasingly
popular motion pictures. 187 The Salvation Army proposed temperance saloons across the
nation which would keep the brass rails and other attractions of the old saloons but offer
only nonalcoholic beverages. By eliminating the “social vice in its vilest form,” that is the
corrupted saloon, the Salvation Army’s temperance saloons would provide patrons with
opportunities for recreation, fellowship, and relaxation. 188 In this way, even anti-saloon
sympathizers recognized the social significance of the establishments.
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Even though breweries promoted home deliveries, having public places to sell
their product was a crucial aspect of the business. 189 Anti-saloon rhetoric harmed the beer
industry arguably more so than the other liquor industries, due to brewers’ involvement in
the tied-house system. Some saloons carried illicit reputations for good reason, but the
saloon culture in the United States was not entirely nefarious. Regardless of the ratio of
illegal to legal activities in the saloon business, affiliation with saloons was a major factor
in the beer industry’s undoing and the eventual victory of the prohibitionists. 190
Brewers recognized problem saloons and offered their own solutions that
protected the overall saloon business. Hugh Fox, secretary to the United States Brewers’
Association (USBA), argued that brewers needed to have more control over the
operations of saloons so that they could directly regulate saloon activity. 191 Beyond
investing in saloons and saloon properties, Fox argued that brewers could go so far as to
offer only beer and light wines and avoid distilled liquors, which he viewed as the real
liquor problem. Moreover, he argued that over-competition between saloons contributed
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to lawless activity. If an area could only accommodate one saloon and had three, then the
saloons might be inclined to resort to illegal activities to increase profits. Fox offered a
solution to this problem by having local governments assess an area and determine the
appropriate number of saloons that the area could accommodate. This sort of analysis
would allow local authorities to prevent lawlessness and maintain the benefits of having
reputable saloons. 192
Beer industry advocates further argued that prohibition laws would not eliminate
the liquor problem by eliminating saloons. They pointed to the failures of existing
prohibition laws, such as Sunday-closing and local option laws. Instead, the USBA Board
of Trustees 1908 report presented three suggestions for solving the liquor problem: create
a better system for regulating the sale of alcohol and the places where it was sold,
encourage the sale of low-alcohol beverages, and educate the public on self-control and
moderation. 193 Providing solutions, not just defenses, showed the beer industry’s more
proactive nature in the twentieth century.

Economic interests and the saloon culture were largely contained in the public
sphere, but a major feature of social reform continued to be the defense of the private
sphere: the American home. For example, several ASL pamphlets claimed the saloon as
an enemy to children and the home. In effect, the ASL placed Saloon Defenders against
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Home Defenders, charging them with corrupting children and enabling domestic
abuse. 194 For decades, the beer industry promoted their product as a “temperance
beverage,” but the increasing threat of National Prohibition led brewers to be more
aggressive in their image control. To remain relevant, and thus legal, the beer industry
increased efforts to establish itself as a “home beverage.”
Essentially “temperance” and “home” beverages were the same thing, but beer as
a home beverage made it relatable to those who might approve of the beverage but not
drinking in public. Breweries especially advertised their low-alcohol lagers for home
consumption. They promoted a healthy and wholesome beverage that was not only safe
in the home but a much better alternative to spirits. 195 In a series of installments in the
Western Brewer trade journal in 1913 called “A Talk on the Advertising of Beer,” the
author argued that beer was not another drink to lump in with “whiskey, gin and other
strong alcoholic drinks.” Instead, it was a “home beverage” that had “exceptional tonic
and food properties.” 196
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Rather than deny a relationship between excessive drinking and poverty, those in
the beer industry reversed the narrative and focused on how beer was a solution for those
social problems. Hugh Fox argued that alcoholism was not the only social issue
associated with extreme poverty. Sanitation issues, malnourishment, disease, and reduced
vitality were some additional issues. 197 Beer, however, derived from pure ingredients in
modern, clean breweries; it provided nourishment; it promoted good digestion and hops
provided natural anti-bacterial benefits; and it promoted vitality. Moreover, the beer
industry benefited families through employment of thousands of Americans nationwide.
So long as it was consumed responsibly, the argument went, beer was “liquid bread” that
“constituted a necessity of life.” 198

A continued point of contention for prohibitionists was the influence of immigrant
diets on their assimilation into American society. 199 Waves of immigration from Ireland,
Italy, and Eastern European countries at the turn of the twentieth century concentrated in
urban areas. Many social workers, public health workers, and dietary reformers feared
that immigrant populations prepared and consumed food in unhealthy and uneconomical
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ways. They argued that malnourishment among immigrants was due to ignorance, not
poverty. Since many reformers also advocated for domestic science and home economics,
they promoted Americanizing immigrant diets and behaviors. Supposedly, good
Americans did not consume overly complicated foods. They did not overly consume at
all. Overeating, mixing foods, and using strong seasonings overworked the digestive
system and often led to indigestion, which then lead to consuming alcohol as a remedy. 200
Even though immigrant populations tended to maintain at least some food
traditions from their countries of origin, they necessarily adapted to the food markets
where they settled in the United States. The makeup of immigrant diets came more from
circumstances of the day than social reform. The “boom-and-bust economy” at the turn of
the twentieth century dramatically influenced working-class incomes, which many
immigrants depended on. Health insurance, sick pay, social security, and other means of
protecting those that could not work for any number of reasons did not come about until
decades later. If one could not work, then one had to depend on other family members or
the kindness of the community. Income fluctuations could mean meat for dinner one
week and none the next. Essentially, the working classes relied on available and
affordable food. Working-class diets changed as improved transportation brought more
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food into their neighborhoods and methods of food preservation became more
affordable. 201
Immigration and immigrant culture was undeniably significant to the American
beer industry. Even though beer was a universal beverage consumed by members of
every class in American society, it was especially prominent among the working class.
Since so many immigrants belonged to the working class, the beer industry relied heavily
on their patronage. Furthermore, since their beginnings in the mid-nineteenth century,
most of the national brand brewers in the United States were German immigrants or close
descendants. The popular American lagers evolved from German lagers. Breweries often
depicted traditional German landscapes and social settings to sell their German-style
beers. Beer and breweries also carried German-inspired names. Therefore, any reform of
immigrant diets had an impact on the beer industry. By promoting their product as a
healthful beverage conducive to the American diet, brewers presented beer as a better
alternative to other alcoholic beverages. 202 However, when the First World War broke out
in Europe, prohibitionists utilized American fears of Germany and all things German in
their fight against beer and saloons.
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Following the onset of the First World War in 1914, the Anti-Saloon League
(ASL) and other prohibitionists capitalized on wartime conditions to persuade the nation
against alcoholic beverages. Anti-German sentiment increased significantly once
America officially entered the war in April 1917. Even though prohibitionists continued
to reference the “liquor industry” or “liquor interests” when arguing against alcohol,
many publications pointed specifically to brewers and beer industry affiliates. The
language in prohibition publications changed to be more anti-German, and thus anti-beer.
They deemed the production of alcohol a waste of materials and manpower that would be
better employed in the war effort. Economically, the ASL blamed the beer industry for
using millions of bushels of grain each month, taking valuable space on railway cars,
employing too many able-bodied men, and dedicating billions of dollars to an
unnecessary and unhealthy beverage. The German heritage of most brewers supposedly
added to the unpatriotic nature of the whole liquor industry. 203
Using patriotic rhetoric, the ASL aimed to convince the American public and
lawmakers that materials used by the liquor industries, especially barley, wheat, rice, and
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corn should be redirected to the war effort. 204 They embraced the popular slogan from the
United States Food Administration’s conservation campaign, “Food will win the war.”
The connection between morality and food consumption championed during the Pure
Food Movement grew to include patriotism during the war. 205 In 1917, Congress debated
on the Food and Fuel Control Act, or Lever Act, named after the Chairman of the House
Committee on Agriculture and Democratic Representative from South Carolina, Asbury
F. Lever. The act regulated the production, distribution, and pricing of food and fuel as a
war measure. 206 In the discussion on food conservation, prohibitionists argued that the
production of alcoholic beverages should be prohibited. A heated debate over whether to
prohibit the production of all alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine, lasted until
the act passed on August 10. Ultimately, enough senators threatened to filibuster the
entire act if it was not amended to exclude beer and wine that a compromise was reached
to prohibit the production of distilled liquors, while giving the president the authority to
extend the restriction to beer and wine if necessary. 207
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In mobilizing the homefront during the war, it was important for Americans to use
self-control in food consumption at a time when the world suffered shortages. Even more
so, renouncing some food pleasures showed individual self-discipline and thus moral
virtue. The Food Administration used the slogan, “Victory Over Ourselves,” to encourage
the home front to make the necessary sacrifices for the greater good. 208 Americans were
encouraged to eat meals without meat and wheat to save those commodities for fueling
the military. In food conservation, housewives increased their social and political
significance. 209 Food Administrators, home economists, and several socially and
politically active women praised housewives that implemented food conservation
methods in their households. The rhetoric was often dramatic, placing housewives in
positions comparable to soldiers on the frontlines, fighting for worldwide democracy. 210
With patriotic fervor, prohibitionists equated alcohol to America’s enemies
overseas. Calling up lines from speeches and correspondences from American leaders
and heroes, they deemed alcohol the enemy and patriotism as staunchly anti-alcohol.
Charles Stelzle, a prohibition activist, stated that Americans not only had to fight with
Kaiser Bill Hohenzollern but with Kaiser John Barleycorn, further demonizing the
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character from folklore. 211 In his plea, he asked fellow Americans, “Have we the courage
to destroy the enemy within our gates, who is stealing away our brains, weakening our
brawn, and making flabby the morale of our nation at a time when all forward-looking
men should be fighting to ‘make the world safe for democracy’?” He argued that “there
never was a time when America so needed her sober senses as to-day – it is a time when
selfishness must be subordinated to the great task of winning the war.” 212 Such rhetoric,
full of emotional conviction, found footholds in prohibition-backed publications
nationwide.
The Anti-Saloon League (ASL) escalated the argument against alcohol to
accusations of treason. Like Stelzle, the ASL condemned all German brewers and allied
liquor industries to abolishment for being anti-American and pro-German. They
specifically blamed German brewers for assisting the Central Powers and undermining
the American war effort. First, they claimed that beer caused a significant portion of
Americans to be too drunk to work or fight. Second, they accused German brewers and
the German-American Alliance for encouraging German immigrants not to fully
assimilate into American society and culture. Third, they alleged corruption and nefarious
dealings associated with the beer industry, such as buying or threatening politicians and
of restricting the federal government in controlling the liquor interests. 213 The ASL’s
arguments increasingly got the attention of many Americans.
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In September 1918, as the war was ending, a U.S. Senate Subcommittee on the
Judiciary embodied some of the typical anti-German rhetoric in their series of hearings
investigating the United States Brewers’ Association (USBA) and their allied interests. 214
The subcommittee met considering a resolution presented to the Senate by A. Mitchell
Palmer, Custodian of Alien Property and former Democratic Representative from
Pennsylvania. Palmer accused up to fifteen German brewers in association with the
USBA of discretely financing large newspapers that in turn supported the interests of the
“liquor traffic,” which he found to be “vicious” and “unpatriotic, because it has been proGerman in its sympathies and its conduct.” Furthermore, Palmer claimed that “around
these great brewery organizations owned by rich men, almost all of them are of German
birth and sympathy.” He further criticized German brewers for supporting “all the
organizations of this country intended to keep young German immigrants from becoming
real American citizens.” Palmer’s resolution maintained that brewing companies in
association with the USBA bought elections and political officials, purchased significant
advertising and editorial space for their propaganda, supported boycotting American
goods and interests, and much more up to and including tax fraud. 215
With such animosity towards the liquor industries generally, and the beer industry
specificallys, brewers had to provide significant defense to safeguard their industry
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against National Prohibition. 216 Brewers confronted anti-German sentiments in multiple
ways, including changing their products’ names, advertising with pro-American
propaganda, and investing in America’s war effort. Beyond contributing millions of
dollars in taxes to the internal revenue, many brewers made private investments in war
bonds. For example, Lily Busch, widow to St. Louis’ iconic brewer Adolphus Busch,
reportedly purchased Liberty bonds for $100,000 in 1917, while the family’s total
contribution to that point was $500,000. 217

Even with the success of anti-alcohol efforts, beer industry interests remained
hopeful that it would survive any national prohibition law. An article in the July 1917
Western Brewer showed confidence that the federal government would not prohibit beer
and light wines in the wake of the possible new amendment prohibiting alcohol.
Particularly, the beer industry hoped that the legal alcohol limit would be closer to the 2.5
to 4 percent by weight average of light lagers. This provision would ban distilled liquors,
leaving the beer and lighter alcoholic beverage industries to fill the void. Finally, they
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hoped the public and government would acknowledge what brewers had been arguing for
decades, that is, that beer and spirits are not the same. 218
Fortunately for the beer industry, the Lever Act passed in August 1917 without
any restrictions on beer production or sale. However, in December, President Woodrow
Wilson used the authority given to him by the Lever Act to restrict grain to brewers and
reduce the legal alcohol content of beer to 2.75 percent by weight. 219 In November 1918,
after the signing of the armistice ending the war, Wilson signed an Agricultural
Stimulation Bill that prohibited brewing after May 1, 1919 and the sale of beer after July
1, 1919. The bill was supposed to only last the duration of demobilization, but
prohibitionists were already working to pass a permanent prohibition law. 220
On August 1, 1917, the Senate passed the Eighteenth Amendment, with 65 votes
in support and 20 votes against it. On December 17, the House voted in support 282 votes
to 128. On January 8, 1918, Mississippi became the first state to ratify the Amendment
and, within fourteen months, the necessary 36 states ratified it. In time, 46 of the then 48
United States ratified the amendment. Even then, brewers hoped that the amendment’s
enforcement act would maintain that beverages containing 2.75 percent or less of alcohol
by weight, the war-time alcohol limit, were not “intoxicating beverages.” However,
Congress passed the Volstead Act, named after its chief sponsor, Republican
Representative from Minnesota Andrew J. Volstead, placing all beverages containing
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more than one-half of one percent of alcohol within the category of “intoxicating
beverages.” 221
At once, the beer industry’s decades of defense, adaptation, and offensive
strategies proved insufficient to separate beer from the other liquor industries. To keep
beer and light wines legal, President Woodrow Wilson vetoed the act, but Congress
overrode his veto on October 28, 1919. 222 On January 16, 1920, the Secretary of State
proclaimed the Eighteenth Amendment in effect. Further regulation of alcohol use for
industrial, sacramental, or medicinal purposes greatly restricted the entire liquor industry,
including beer, and provided new obstacles to overcome. 223
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Epilogue: On the American Beer Industry after 1920
The Prohibition era between 1920 and 1933 impacted the American people in
ways that those who originally supported the Eighteenth Amendment did not foresee. Not
only were the liquor and affiliated industries negatively affected, but Americans almost
instantly turned to illicit liquor production. Well before National Prohibition went into
effect, beer industry advocates argued that total prohibition was impractical and, in many
ways, harmful to the American economy and society. Industries no longer paid the taxes
that had on several occasions bolstered internal revenue. As businesses closed, workers
lost jobs. Crime related to the illegal liquor trades infiltrated towns and cities across the
nation. The era meant to usher in the nation’s salvation allowed some of its most
dangerous residents to successfully gain power and influence.
In the case of the beer industry, National Prohibition disrupted its position as
America’s most-consumed alcoholic beverage and a top-grossing industry. During the
Prohibition Era, only the largest breweries could afford to make the necessary changes to
produce legal products. Most local breweries had to liquidate property and equipment,
leaving the brewing business altogether. Those breweries that had the means, adapted
their buildings and machinery to produce non-alcoholic products like near beer, soda,
yeast products, vinegar, malt extract, and industrial alcohol. 224 Many breweries did what
was necessary to remain active with hopes that National Prohibition would not last.
It took some time, but the American beer industry did recover from the “dry
decade” of the Prohibition Era. When the Twenty-First Amendment repealed the
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Eighteenth in 1933, liquor licensing and distribution laws created distance between
breweries and retail outlets that remained strained until recent decades. Laws regulating
the sale of alcohol worked against the beer industry in unintentional ways, such as
making it difficult for independent breweries to turn a profit and thus add variety to
American beer styles. Nearly one hundred years after America’s beer industry
experienced its boost during the Industrial Revolution, and fifty years after the repeal of
National Prohibition, a wave of small-scale brewers ushered in the craft beer movement
and revolutionized the American beer culture. Following is a brief examination of three
periods of the beer history after 1920 that showcase the industry’s resilience in difficult
times.

The Prohibition Era: 1920-1933
Even in defeat, anti-Prohibitionists attempted to overturn the Eighteenth
Amendment and the one-half of one percent alcohol level restriction defined by the
Volstead Act. New York City brewer, Jacob Ruppert, even brought a case against the
U.S. District Attorney Francis G. Caffey and Acting Collector of Internal Revenue
Richard J. McElligott arguing that Congress overstepped its power to prohibit alcoholic
beverages containing more than 2.75 percent alcohol by weight, which was legally predetermined to be the level of intoxication. The U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis
Brandeis ruled on January 6, 1920 that each of Ruppert’s objections were invalid, that
Congress had full power to pass the Volstead Act, and that the one-half of one percent
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alcohol by volume conditions of the Volstead Act remained valid. 225 More court cases
arose, with one of the more organized attempts being seven cases brought before the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1920, commonly known as the National Prohibition cases or by the
leading case, Rhode Island v. Palmer. The prosecution argued against the
constitutionality of the Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act. Most of the
objections aimed to make alcohol prohibition a state-by-state matter and not under federal
jurisdiction. Ultimately, however, the court ruled that each of the objections were
invalid. 226
In some states, residents attempted to override ratification of the Eighteenth
Amendment by implementing a popular referendum. Ohio residents took this charge
farther than any other state. The Ohio legislation voted to ratify the Eighteenth
Amendment on January 7, 1919, becoming one of the thirty-six states needed to amend
the Constitution. According to an Ohio law adopted in 1917, a petition signed by at least
six percent of the state’s voters would force a referendum. Ohio residents took advantage
of the earlier law to file a referendum petition on March 11, 1919 concerning the state’s
ratification of the Eighteenth Amendment. The Ohio Secretary of State, Harvey C. Smith
ordered a referendum at the November 1919 general election. At that election, voters
overturned ratification by a narrow 479 votes.
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This did not sit well with Ohio’s prohibitionists, and they questioned the
constitutionality of a popular referendum overriding a state legislature’s ratification of a
federal amendment. Cincinnati attorney and prohibitionist, George S. Hawke took the
lead in the case brought before the U.S. Supreme Court against the referendum, referred
to as Hawke v. Smith. The Supreme Court ultimately rejected the referendum as
unconstitutional, holding that the federal Constitution empowered states’ legislative
bodies to accept or decline a federal amendment. Hawke v. Smith showed how
bureaucracy could overrule a popular vote. The country took note of Ohio’s experience,
and anti-prohibitionists used it in their campaign to sew popular resentment towards
National Prohibition. 227
The anti-liquor organizations in 1920 expressed heightened enthusiasm at the
success of passing National Prohibition in the United States. America hosted the
Fifteenth International Congress Against Alcoholism that year in Washington, D.C., the
first of such congress held after the First World War. The post-war international
congresses served as arenas to exchange knowledge and debate remedies to the alcohol
problem. International and transnational relationships developed at these congresses.
Recurring topics included medical research of the effects of alcohol on individuals,
international alcohol restrictions, the roles of women’s citizenship, and racial hygiene in
solving the alcohol problem. 228
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Though the atmosphere at these congresses changed between the wars, the first
interwar congress held in 1920 was rife with optimism and, especially, American
enthusiasm for global alcohol prohibition. Congress speakers touted the military and
industrial efficiency of having sober soldiers and workers. They supported social purity
through anti-alcohol regulations. Women, who had recently gained citizenship and voting
rights in many countries, were commended for their roles in the anti-alcohol movements.
Liquor industries, with their economic and political power, were increasingly villainized
at the international congresses as contributors to alcoholism, corruption, and organized
crime. 229
With the policy of National Prohibition still fresh to Americans, speakers at the
1920 International Congress addressed some of the early objections to banning all
alcoholic substances. Specifically, they discussed some of the issues surrounding the use
of beer and light wines as alternatives to beverages with higher alcohol content. For
example, De Lancy Carter, physician and President of the American Medical Society for
the Study of Alcohol and Other Narcotics, addressed concerns of whether the Eighteenth
Amendment was right to outlaw beer and light wines as intoxicants. Supporting the
language of the Amendment, he referenced medical research that showed how any
amount of alcohol was poisonous and acted as an intoxicant. Even though people might
admire the relatively lower percentage of alcohol in beer and light wines, Carter placed
them well within the influence of the Eighteenth Amendment and condemned them for
diminishing “that moral, mental, and physical standard so necessary to the good of
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mankind.” He concluded his remarks by commending the Eighteenth Amendment for
doing away with the “corner saloon … the basis for all our bad results for the
humankind.” 230
A. Holitscher, physician and the General Secretary of the International Medical
Total Abstinence Association, further condemned beer and wines for their contribution to
the inebriety of entire nations. He called out those who considered beer separate from
distilled spirits and therefore “harmless, useful, necessary.” Holitscher argued that neither
drinking beer nor wine exclusively solved the alcohol question. To him, Americans were
right to prohibit all alcoholic beverages, since it was the only viable solution. 231
Regardless of the support for National Prohibition, the effects of the law were not
always as positive. During the Prohibition years, law enforcement struggled to control the
illicit liquor businesses. Though the illicit liquor trade included all manner of alcoholic
beverages, beer-running presented its own challenges. To maximize profits from beer,
large quantities of it were transported in single runs. In many instances, the high-volume
production and distribution required cooperation from local officials and politicians. In
general, the estimated alcohol consumption rates during Prohibition were less than before
1920, but they were still significant. Without legal regulation of alcohol sales, however,
precise numbers are difficult to gauge. 232
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Economically, the beer industry suffered greatly from National Prohibition.
Speaking to the Newcomen Society in 1955, president of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., August
A. Busch, Jr. lamented, “The [Eighteenth] Amendment destroyed Anheuser-Busch’s preprohibition beer business.” He spoke on his father, August Busch, Sr.’s monetary loss
from operating within the law while illicit beer production helped others increase their
fortunes. Even so, Anheuser-Busch survived the Prohibition Era on syrup, non-alcoholic
beverages, baker’s yeast, and manufacturing truck bodies and refrigerated cabinets. 233
Across the nation, breweries that could adapt operated on a similar vein. Still, production
rates of legal near-beer at its height only reached one-third of the volume of preProhibition beer production. 234 Breweries either adapted their businesses or closed.
Brewing trade journals like the Western Brewer contained pages of advertisements
selling everything from brewing equipment to the breweries themselves. Breweries
suffering major losses after being forced to remodel or close protested but often to no
avail.
Prior to the 1920s, the anti-Prohibition organizations consisted mainly of brewers,
distillers, and other liquor trade associations. Even if opposed to the amendment, the
public did not have a representative organization against National Prohibition. However,
for reasons ranging from the protection of states’ rights and home rule to defense against
the rise in lawlessness in response to Prohibition, many people unaffiliated with the
liquor industries called for modification or repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment. The
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movement against Prohibition, remembered as “Repeal,” began within its first year with
organizations like the Association Against the Prohibition Amendment (AAPA) started in
Washington, D.C. by William H. Stayton, attorney and former Navy captain from
Delaware. Stayton did not have a stake in the liquor traffic, but he did support states’
rights and spoke out against centralized government. To him and AAPA members in
general, states and local governments and not the federal government should have the
power to implement prohibition measures. 235
When it came time for Repeal, women once again organized, but this time against
National Prohibition. As members of anti-alcohol organizations like the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), thousands of women nationwide supported
National Prohibition and celebrated its arrival. However, several women in the 1920s and
1930s organized against the Eighteenth Amendment. Organizations like the Women’s
Organization for National Prohibition Reform (WONPR) received popular support.
Appalled by the hypocrisy associated with Prohibition enforcement, Pauline Sabin
resigned from the National Republican Committee and founded the WONPR in 1929. 236
In the organization’s “Declaration of Principles,” WONPR members penned the
fundamental problems with National Prohibition. They found that the Eighteenth
Amendment conflicted with the “basic American principle of local home rule and
destroy[ed] the balance … between powers delegated to the Federal authority and those
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reserved to the sovereign states or to the people themselves.” Furthermore, they
acknowledged the impracticality of a law to be respected or enforced without support by
the “moral sense and the common conscience of the communities affected by it.” 237 With
organizations like the AAPA and WONPR gaining public favor, so did the movement for
Repeal.
Steadily, the influence of the anti-liquor groups who were influential in passing
National Prohibition dwindled as the political and economic climate changed in the 1920s
and early 1930s. The Anti-Saloon League and Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
struggled with internal conflict and unsuccessful political campaigns. The Great
Depression helped popularize the prospect of reinstating the legal liquor industries and
the jobs that would come with them. Further discontent with prohibitionist President
Herbert Hoover also helped popularize Repeal. Anti-Prohibitionists celebrated the
election of the Democratic presidential candidate, Franklin D. Roosevelt, in November
1932. In March 1933, H. R. 3341, or the Cullen Bill, modified the Volstead Act to allow
the production and sale of 3.2 percent beer in states without state prohibition laws. The
bill also placed new taxes on beer, instituted brewers’ license fees, and restricted
commerce to states where beer was legal. Finally, the Twenty-First Amendment received
the required three-fourths ratification, officially repealing the Eighteenth Amendment on
December 5, 1933. 238
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After Repeal until Craft Brewing Revolution: 1933 - late 1970s
After Repeal, the beer industry slowly regenerated, but federal and state-specific
restrictions placed made it difficult to regain the status of the pre-Prohibition industry.
Governments heavily taxed beer and raised license fees, limited the amount and type of
advertising for beer, and restricted methods of selling beer. Excise taxes ranged from
$0.32 to $4.65 per barrel, depending on the state or district. States like Pennsylvania and
Indiana put heavy taxes and made other restrictions on beer imported from other states.
California even limited the size of outdoor beer signs. The National Industrial Recovery
Act of 1933 included a Brewers Code, which the Federal Alcohol Administration Act of
1935 ultimately replaced. Both acts focused on methods of selling beer, making exclusive
outlets impossible, in large part because of apprehension of the saloons from before
Prohibition and the speakeasies popular during the Prohibition Era. 239 In general,
limitations and expenses promoted larger brewery consolidation and decreased the
profitability of small, independent breweries. To breweries like Pabst Brewing Company,
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outlawing the purchase of retail outlets was not seen as a problem. Instead, it opened
markets that were once exclusively controlled. 240
Laws limiting marketing and distribution of beer supported the larger breweries
such as Anheuser-Busch, Miller, Pabst, and Coors in post-Prohibition America and made
way for the light beer to dominate the beer culture. These brands remain nationally
known and the most consumed in the United States. Collectively, they are referred to as
“big beer.” Big beer companies returned to producing their light lagers as an appeal to
American preferences for lighter, less-alcoholic beers. Breweries began using aluminum
cans in the early 1930s, which transported and sold easily in grocery stores and stored
easily in household refrigerators. Intensive advertising campaigns further solidified light
beer in America’s minds and homes. During the Second World War, beer production and
popularity had increased to the point that the Food Distribution Administration required
brewers to donate fifteen percent of their products to the American military as a morale
booster. Unlike in the First World War, the low-alcohol beers did not threaten military
efficiency for government officials. 241
Small brewers could not compete and hardly survive in the post-Prohibition era
with regulations benefiting big beer. First, regulations dictated that alcohol production
and sale must occur in a three-tiered system. This required brewers to sell their beer to
distributors, and then the distributors sold it to retail outlets. Second, the tax per barrel of
beer remained the same for all sizes of brewing operations, big and small. Finally,
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homebrewing, an important factor in the craft brewing culture, remained illegal until the
Cranston Law passed in 1978. In a similar fashion to the pre-Prohibition beer industry,
those larger breweries that could sustain economic challenges also invested in aggressive
advertising campaigns. These factors considered, competition proved too much for most
smaller, independent breweries until changes in taxation and licensing laws developed
later in the twentieth century. 242
In the 1950s and 1960s, the big beer brands producing lighter, crisper, and lesshopped beers continually purchased local and regional breweries, effectively extending
their markets and perpetuating their style of beer. Beer’s flavor trend coincided with
Americans adding more homogenous, less-spiced foods to their diets. Fast food, canned
goods, and, eventually, microwaved meals paired easily with the lighter beers. 243

Craft Beer Movement: Late 1970s - Present
The light lagers produced by the big beer companies remained the only options
for most Americans in the post-World War II era, but that changed as more Americans
traveled abroad and got a taste for other styles of beer. Especially in the late 1960s,
affluent Americans who desired more whole, local, and seasonal foods simultaneously
embraced the fine wines and cuisine of Europe. Beer did not escape attention. Mostly,
Americans imported beers from Europe and other parts of the world. 244
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Soon, however, curious and ambitious brewers emerged in the United States,
independent of the big beer companies in what became known as the craft beer
movement or craft brewing revolution. The origins of the craft beer movement are often
attributed to a few brewers out of California. Most notable were Fritz Maytag with the
Anchor Brewing Company of San Francisco and Jack McAuliffe with the New Albion
Brewery of Sonoma. 245 When Maytag purchased Anchor Brewing in 1965, it had a
history reaching back to 1896 and was the only operational independent brewing
company in the nation. Three characteristics of Maytag’s brewery came to define a craft
brewing operation: small size, independent, and traditional. Craft brewers embraced
local, seasonal, and more traditional ingredients. Profiting remained challenging for craft
brewers, but the desire for variety and an attraction to the beer brewing tradition steadily
influenced more brewers to join what would become known as a revolution in the
American beer industry. 246
Slow changes in brewing regulations opened doors for small brewers, especially
by the late 1970s. In 1976, Congress passed a tax equity law lowering the tax per barrel
of beer for smaller breweries. Already mentioned, homebrewing became legal in 1978
with the Cranston Law, which fostered opportunities for beer-lovers to experiment with
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Maytag purchased the majority shares of Anchor Brewing Company in 1965. The brewery dated back to
the late nineteenth century. It was one of very few independent breweries operating in the country at the
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brewing at home before opening operations of their own. Soon, home-brewing
publications and organizations fed into the craft beer culture. Craft brewers shied away
from the light beers produced by big beer and looked to other traditional styles of beer
like stouts, porters, ales, and even darker lagers. They championed local ingredients and
refused additives like corn or rice often used by larger brewers. Beginning on the West
Coast, the craft brewing revolution grew across the nation between the late 1970s and
into the 1990s.
Some states allowed breweries to self-distribute their products, breaking the threetiered system that drastically limited craft breweries’ profits. Even today, self-distribution
laws vary across the country. States that allow self-distribution tend to have higher
numbers of craft breweries. States that allow breweries to distribute out of the same place
where the beer is brewed, in establishments known as brewpubs, have an even richer craft
beer culture. 247 Big beer production and sales continue to dominate the overall beer
market, but craft beer is steadily growing with a five percent increase from 2016 to
2017. 248
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Oregon is one example of a state where state regulations helped to increase the
craft beer industry. The craft brewing revolution began in California and quickly spread
up the West Coast into Oregon and Washington. The Willamette Valley in Oregon and
Yakima Valley in Washington also produced aromatic hops with citrus and floral notes
that attracted craft brewers looking for domestic hops providing bolder flavor choices.
Early craft brewers like Maytag and McAuliffe used Pacific Northwest hops in their
signature beers. Hop experimentations resumed at the Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station in Corvallis in 1930, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture funded a hop
scientist position to breed American hop hybrids that could sustain agricultural diseases
and increase production per plant. The experiments led to such hybrids frequently used
by craft brewers as the Cascade, Willamette, Mount Hood, Crystal, Liberty, Sterling,
Santaim, and Ultra varieties. The region’s brewers especially benefited from the “hop
wars” that began in the 1990s where craft brewers around the country experimented with
ways to add more varieties and more volume of hops to their brews.
With access to desirable ingredients and an existing bar and pub culture, places
like Portland and Seattle quickly attracted craft brewing. In 1985, Oregon passed the
Brewpub Bill, allowing brewers to sell their beer at their own breweries. Breweries and
brewpubs opened across the state, beginning in the late 1980s and continuing to the
present. As early as the 1990s, local publications named Portland as the “Craft Beer
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Capital of the World” and “Beervana.” 249 The craft beer movement continues to the
present with more craft breweries and brewpubs opening across the country.

Viewed from a twenty-first century lens, the anti-alcohol campaigns between
1880 and 1920 had more instances of inconsistency, disorganization, and fragility than
did the economic and social success of the American beer industry. On further
examination, a law as encompassing as the Eighteenth Amendment, with the limitations
imposed in the Volstead Act, does not appear as inevitable as some scholars over the last
century suggested. The organizations most responsible for the success of National
Prohibition, the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, Prohibition Party, and AntiSaloon League changed strategies and experienced their own periods of success and
failure. Despite high-license, local option, Sunday closings, statewide prohibitions, and
intensely vocal and emotionally-charged campaigns, the beer industry continued to adapt
and grow. Most anti-alcohol laws or regulations lasted for short periods of time.
However, while not apparently inevitable, the Eighteenth Amendment did pass into law,
and the United States did experience a National Prohibition Era.
National Prohibition may have affected the American beer industry, but it did not
eliminate the American desire for the frothy, fermented beverage. The current popularity
of beer in the United States ultimately grew out of a tradition that began with the first
European settlers and carried through the trials presented by social reformers, National
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The city of Portland alone has over one hundred breweries in the metropolitan area. Historian Peter
Kopp detailed the essential connection between the craft beer revolution and the American hop industry,
especially in the Pacific Northwest. Kopp, Hoptopia, 173-189.
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Prohibition, a rebuilding period, and a revolution. Brewers today harken to the beers of
the past while making their own contributions to the art and science of brewing. The
growing number of independent breweries and variety of beer styles produced within the
United States, especially within areas with rich brewing histories, is a testament to the
nation’s vibrant beer culture.
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